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PREAMBLE 
 
Whereas it is the common goal of the Board and the members of the OECTA Unit to provide the 
best possible, affordable educational services for the children under the jurisdiction of the 
Bruce-Grey Catholic District School Board (the “Board”); and 
 
Whereas it is firmly held that this educational service should be based on sound principles of a 
Christian and Catholic character; and 
 
Whereas to achieve this common goal it is essential that the Board and Teachers strive to 
create and maintain a harmonious relationship; 
 
It is the desire of the Board and the Teachers to set forth in this Agreement the salaries, 
allowances and certain conditions of employment which govern the Board and the Unit. 
 
The Bruce-Grey Catholic District School Board and the Bruce-Grey Secondary OECTA 
Bargaining Unit are committed to ensuring quality learning experiences by nurturing each 
student in body, mind and spirit. 
 
ARTICLE 1 - RECOGNITION 
 
1:01 a)    The parties to this agreement are the Bruce-Grey Catholic District School Board 

hereinafter called "the Board" and the OECTA Secondary Teachers Unit 
hereinafter called "the Unit". 

  
 b) Teachers employed by the Board whose assignment is more than 50% at the 

Secondary Level (Grades 9-12), are the members of the Unit. 
  
 c) The Board recognizes the officers of the Unit as the elected representatives 
  of the members of the Secondary OECTA  Unit. 
 
 d) The Board recognizes OECTA Provincial as the bargaining agent for all 

members of the Unit. 
 
 e) Where the Board establishes a Committee requiring Association representation, 

the Association representative shall be appointed by the authorized 
representative of the Bruce-Grey Secondary Unit. 

 
1:02 The terms of the agreement shall apply to all members of the OECTA Unit 
 unless specifically stated otherwise. 
 
ARTICLE 2 -  MANAGEMENT RIGHTS 
 

The Board has the right and obligation to manage the affairs of the system, including 
the right to: 

 
 a) hire, transfer, promote, demote, discipline, dismiss or assign duties to or layoff 
  teachers subject to the provisions of this agreement expressly governing the 

exercise of these rights and subject to the Acts and Regulations of the Province 
of Ontario. 

 
 b) plan and control the teaching program of the system in co-operation with 
  educators and to operate and manage the school system in accordance with 
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  its obligations and to make, from time to time, reasonable rules and 
 
  regulations to govern teachers. Such rules and regulations shall not be 
  inconsistent with the provisions of this Agreement. 
 
 c) every provision of this Collective Agreement shall be construed in such a way as 

to enhance and give full effect to the denominational rights of Roman Catholics 
or their Separate Schools or School Trustees under Section 93 of the 
Constitution Act. 

 
 d) nothing in this collective agreement shall be construed in such a way as to take 

away from or to limit or restrict in any way the denominational rights of 
Roman Catholics or their Separate Schools or School Trustees under Section 
93 of the Constitution Act. 

 
ARTICLE 3  -DEFINITIONS  
 
3:01 Definitions 
 
 a) Acting Administrator 
 
  i)   The Board may assign to a teacher the duties of an Administrator 

(Principal/Vice-Principal) for a temporary period such that an appointment 
in Semester 1 would end no later than the end of the school year while an 
appointment in Semester 2 might carry over into the next school year but 
no longer than the end of Semester 1 of that school year. This may be 
modified by mutual agreement.  

 
  ii) No teacher shall be assigned without his/her consent. 
 
  iii) Acceptance by the teacher of such temporary duties shall not interrupt the 

teacher's accumulation of seniority rights or credit for experience under the 
provisions of this Agreement. 

 
  iv) All other provisions of this Collective Agreement shall apply to the teacher 

during such a temporary assignment. 
 
  v) The assigned teacher shall not perform the evaluation of teachers under 

his or her supervision during the temporary assignment. 
 
  vi) The Board agrees to replace any teacher who accepts an Acting 

Administrator position for a temporary period as described in i) and ii) 
above with an occasional teacher.  

  
 b) Area Chairpersons 
 

Area Chairpersons are defined in accordance with the regulations pertaining to 
Teachers in Charge of Organizational Units. 

  
 c) Consultant 
 

For the purposes of the Collective Agreement, a Consultant is defined as a 
qualified teacher as defined in the Education Act and its Regulations appointed 
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by the Board to coordinate programs and advise and assist teachers, Principals 
and support staff throughout the system in maintaining proper standards and in 
improving methods of instruction. 

 
 d) Designated Teachers 
   

It is understood that the term “Designated Teacher” is consistent with the 
position outlined in PPM 145 with regard to the delegation of authority. 

 
In the absence of the Principal, or Vice-Principal, the Principal shall appoint a 
teacher to act on his/her behalf. 

 
  i) A teacher shall not be assigned as a Designated Teacher for more than 

three consecutive school days except with the approval of the Unit. Such 
assignment shall not exceed 20 school days in a school in a school year. 

 
  ii) No teacher shall be appointed as a Designated Teacher without his/her 
   consent. 
 
 e) Full-Time Teacher For Salary Purposes - A Teacher defined in accordance 

with the Education Act, and the Regulations other than Occasional Teachers, 
whose assigned teaching, preparation, supervisory and on-call time during the 
school day totals 100% of the scheduled school day for the particular school(s) 
to which the Teacher is assigned.  

 
 f) Part-Time Teacher For Salary Purposes - A Teacher defined in accordance 

with the Education Act and the Regulations other than an Occasional Teacher 
whose assigned teaching, supervisory and on-call time during the school day is 
expressed as a percentage of a full-time Teacher. 

 
g) Experience Allowance - An increment paid for actual full or part-time teaching      
 experience in recognition of increased skill and knowledge gained from the            
teaching experience. 

 
 h) Teacher - A Teacher is a person who is registered with the Ontario College of 

Teachers as defined in the Education Act, and its regulations, and employed 
with the Board to teach in the regular day school program. 

 
 i) Q.E.C.O. -The Qualifications Evaluation Council of Ontario. 

 
ARTICLE 4 - NO STRIKE OR LOCKOUTS 
 
 During the term of this agreement or any renewal thereof, there shall be no strike 
 or lockouts as defined in the Ontario Labour Relations Act. 
 
ARTICLE 5 - UNION REPRESENTATION 
 
5:01 Negotiating Committee 
 
 a) The Board and Unit negotiating teams shall consist of not more than 5 

representatives of the Unit and 5 representatives of the Board. 
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5:02 Liaison Committee 
 
 a) The Board and the Secondary OECTA Unit shall form a joint Liaison Committee 

made up of the President of the Secondary OECTA Unit and two 
   

 members of OECTA Unit Executive, the Assistant to the Director, Human 
Resources and two persons to represent the Board. 

 
 b) Purposes of the Liaison Committee: 
 
  i) To examine concerns, problems or issues related to the implementation 
   of this Agreement, which may arise from time-to-time. 
   
  ii) To consult and make recommendations on any matters of interest to either 

party. 
 
  iii) To deal with issues pertaining to the implementation of Board and 

Government initiatives. 
 
 c) The deliberations of this committee shall not delete, modify or amend any clause 

in the Collective Agreement except as provided in this Agreement. 
 
 d) Meetings shall be arranged between the President of the OECTA Unit and the 

Assistant to the Director, Human Resources and they shall endeavour to 
arrange a meeting in each term. 

 
5:03 Professional Development Committee 
 

The Board and the Association agree that professional development is 
job-embedded, and informed by research, done in partnership with colleagues and is 
to be informed by the Teachers’ Annual Learning Plan. 

 
The Joint Professional Development Committee will promote a focus on learning, 
collegiality, respect for professionalism, a commitment to continuous learning, 
collective inquiry into best practice, innovation and experimentation to improve 
teaching and student learning. 

 
The Joint Professional Development Committee will consist of three (3) 
representatives appointed by the Board and three (3) representatives appointed by 
the Association. 

 
The representatives of the Teachers and the representatives of the Board shall each 
nominate one of their number as a Co-Chairperson. 

 
The Joint PD Committee shall meet at least four (4) times per year during the regular 
work day and will work to develop consensus on matters within its mandate.  
Additional meetings shall be called within 2 weeks by mutual agreement of the 
Co-Chairs.  The first meeting of the Joint Professional Development Committee will 
be called prior to September 15 of each school year. 

 
5:04 Membership in the Union 
 

It is the mutual desire of the Board and the Unit that all teachers shall exercise their 
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rights under this Collective Agreement, or the applicable Statutes of Ontario, in a 
professional and responsible manner without any fear of discrimination or 
recrimination. 

 
5:05 Upon request, the Board, will supply the OECTA Unit President with information 

regarding Teachers' salaries, experience, qualifications, responsibility allowance 
  

where applicable, as prescribed and limited by the Freedom of Information, Protection 
of Personal Privacy Act. 

 
5:06 A teacher shall be advised in advance of any meeting which is or may be disciplinary 

in nature.  The Board and its representatives recognize the right of a member to 
Association representation and will: 

 a) advise the Teacher of same 
  b) schedule such meeting at a time that is mutually convenient. 
 
ARTICLE 6 - DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCESS 
 
6:01 For purposes of this Agreement, a grievance is defined as a difference arising 

between the parties relating to the interpretation, application, administration or alleged 
violation of the Agreement. 

  
It is the mutual desire of the Board and the Local Bargaining Unit that all 
grievances be settled as fairly and as promptly as possible. 

 
6:02 Informal Stage 

Any dispute, individual or policy, should first be discussed with the School Principal 
or the Immediate Supervisor within ten (10) working days of the event or 
circumstances giving rise to the complaint. The teacher shall have the right to 
Association representation for such meeting with the School Principal or immediate 
Supervisor. If the dispute is not resolved within ten (10) working days of informal 
discussion, a formal grievance may be filed at Step 1. 

 
6:03  Formal Stage 
 Step One 
 
 At the conclusion of the informal process, or if no resolution has been  reached, a 

formal grievance, with a copy to the Principal/Supervisor, shall be submitted to the 
Manager of Human Resources within ten (10) working days. 

 
 A formal grievance must: 
 a) be in writing: 
  

b) include the name of the grievor(s), and a description of the action(s) or         
event(s) giving rise to the grievance; 

 
 c) identify the redress sought; 
 
 d) include the specific clause(s) allegedly breached. 
 

The parties may, if they so desire, meet to discuss the grievance at a time and place 
suitable to both parties. The Manager of Human Resources shall answer the 
grievance in writing within ten (10) working days of the receipt of the statement of the 
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grievance. Failing settlement, the next step of the grievance procedure may be taken. 
 
6:04 Step Two 
 

Within ten (10) working days following the decision under Step One, the grievance 
may be submitted to the Director of Education or designate. A meeting will then be 
held with the Director of Education or designate within ten (10) working days of the 
receipt of the grievance. The decision of the Director of Education shall be delivered 
in writing within five (5) working days of such meeting. Failing settlement, either party 
may submit written notice to refer the matter to arbitration within ten (10) working days 
after the reply in Step Two is given. 

 
6:05 The Unit Executive may initiate a policy or group grievance relating to the 

interpretation, application, administration or alleged violation of this agreement 
beginning at Step Two of the grievance procedure. Such grievance shall be filed 
within ten (10) working days of the incident giving rise to the grievance and shall be in 
the form prescribed in Step One. Any such grievance may be referred to arbitration as 
provided for in this Article. 

 
6:06 A complaint or grievance arising from an allegation by the Board that the teachers or 

the Unit Executive have violated a provision of this Agreement will be referred to the 
Unit Executive within ten (10) days of the alleged violation. The parties will attempt to 
resolve the grievance. Failing resolution, the grievance will be referred to arbitration 
as provided for in Article 6:08. 

 
6:07 Mediation 
 

The parties agree that it is their intent to resolve grievances without recourse to 
arbitration, wherever possible. Therefore, the parties may, upon mutual agreement, 
engage the services of a mediator in an effort to resolve the grievance and may 
extend the time limits for the request for arbitration. The parties will share equally the 
fees and expenses, if any, of the mediator. 

 
6:08  Arbitration 
 

Failing settlement of the grievance, either party may, after exhausting the grievance 
procedure established by this Agreement, notify the other in writing of its desire to 
submit the difference to arbitration. The notice shall contain the name of the party's 
nominee to an Arbitration Board and shall be delivered to the other within ten (10) 
working days of the reply under Step Two. The recipient party shall, within ten (10) 
working days, advise the other of the name of its nominee to the Arbitration Board. 

 
The parties may, by mutual agreement, refer the matter to a single, mutually agreed 
upon, arbitrator. 

 
6:09 The two nominees so selected shall, within ten (10) working days of the appointment 

of the second of them or a time mutually agreed upon, appoint a third person who 
shall be the Chairperson. If the recipient party fails to appoint an arbitrator, or if the 
nominees fail to agree upon a Chairman, within the time limit, the appointment shall 
be made by the Minister of Labour for Ontario upon the request of either party. The 
Arbitration Board shall hear and determine the difference or allegation and shall issue 
a decision and the decision shall be final and binding upon the parties and upon any 
teacher affected by it. 
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6:10 No person may be appointed as an arbitrator who has been involved in an attempt to 

negotiate or settle the grievance. 
 
6:11 Each of the parties hereto will bear the expense of the nominee appointed by it and 

the parties will jointly share the expenses of the Chairperson of the Arbitration Board, 
if any. 

  
 
 
6:12 The Board of Arbitration shall not be authorized to make any decision inconsistent 

with any Act or a Regulation thereunder or the provisions of the Agreement, nor to 
alter, modify or amend any part of this Agreement. 

 
6:13 Notwithstanding the procedure above, either party may request the Minister of Labour 

to refer a grievance matter to a single arbitrator in accordance with Article 49 of the 
Ontario Labour Relations Act. 

 
6:14 The time limits specified in this Article are mandatory and failure to meet such time 

limits will result in abandonment of the grievance by the griever or automatic referral 
to the next step of the procedure if violated by the defending party. Should both 
parties be in default, the grievance shall be deemed to have been abandoned. The 
date of registration of a registered letter, the date on a courier receipt or the date of 
hand delivery shall be deemed to be that date of any submission or decision. 

 
6:15 The time limits contained herein may be amended by the written mutual agreement of 

the parties at any stage in a particular dispute or grievance. 
 
ARTICLE 7 - PERSONNEL FILES 
 
7:01  a) In all aspects related to files and personnel information relating to employees, 

the Board and the OECTA Unit will comply with the provisions of the Municipal 
Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act and any amendments 
thereto. 

 
 b) The Board shall inform members of the Unit of any third party documents 

which are placed in his/her personnel file. 
 
 c) A teacher shall have access during normal business hours to his/her personnel 

file upon written request to the Manager of Human Resources.  The teacher 
may copy any material contained in these files. 

 
An appropriate Board Official shall be present when a teacher reviews his/her 
file and the teacher may be accompanied by an individual of his/her choice. 

 
 d) Where a teacher authorizes, in writing, access to that teacher’s personnel file by 

another person acting on the teacher’s behalf, the Board shall provide such 
access, as well as copies of materials contained therein, if also authorized and 
requested. 

 
 e) Teachers shall receive copies of any materials placed in their personnel file 

pertinent to the teacher’s conduct or of a disciplinary nature within 5 working 
days of the material being filed. 
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 f) A Teacher shall have the right to object in writing to the accuracy or 

completeness of any document in the personnel file, and such objection 
shall be filed with the disputed document. 

 
ARTICLE 8 - SENIORITY 
 

Seniority shall mean the length of continuous service from the most recent date of 
hire. A teacher's continuous experience shall be as reflected on the seniority list. The 
Board will prepare and make available to the OECTA Unit President, and each 
school, seniority lists as follows: 

 
  a) A seniority list for Secondary teachers in each school. 
 
  b) A Board-wide seniority list for teachers in the panel. 
  
  c) These lists shall be posted in each school by October 31st  of the school 

year. 
 

 
Teachers will endeavour to bring all discrepancies to the Board's attention within 30 
days of the posting. Amendments shall be reflected on the next posted list. Any 
amendments will be brought to the Unit President's attention. 

  
 In the event that a teacher transfers between the Secondary and 
 Elementary panels, the teacher will have the seniority and contractual status in 
effect at the time of transfer, applied to the placement on the seniority list. 
 
ARTICLE 9 - JOB POSTINGS 
 
 a) Vacancies are defined as those teaching positions within the Bargaining Unit 

which may become available due to attrition, growth, transfer or newly created 
positions.  Newly created positions include but are not limited to new or 
expanding programs. 

 
 b)  All vacant or newly created teaching positions as of June 1st will be posted at 

each school and on the Board website for a period of five working days for 
the consideration of Bargaining Unit members currently employed by the Board. 
Qualified Bargaining Unit members shall be considered prior to the placement of 
external hires. 

 
 c) All vacant or newly created positions that occur between the beginning of 

the school year and June 1 will be posted at each school and the Board 
website for a period of five working days for the consideration of 
Bargaining Unit Members currently employed by the Board. It is 
understood that a vacancy created by the placement of the successful 
applicant to the initial vacancy need not be posted internally. 

 
 d) All Teachers who have completed their probationary period may apply for 

the position. Among the criteria for considering qualified Bargaining Unit 
Members, the Board will consider: 

   i)    Teacher Qualifications (OCT) 
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   ii)   Seniority as per Article 8 
   iii)  Years qualified in the area/subject/division posted (OCT) 
 
 e) Prior to any new hires, teachers laid off as a result of the redundancy provisions, 

in order of seniority, and after internal transfers, will be offered any full-time or 
part-time vacant teaching positions within the jurisdiction of the Board. 

 
 f) In considering appointments to full-time teaching positions, the Board shall give 

primary consideration to qualified part-time Bargaining Unit members employed 
by the Board. 

 
 g) If positions of responsibility provided for under this Agreement become vacant or 

are newly created and the Board has not temporarily appointed a member of the 
Unit to fill the position, the Board will post the position at each school for the 
consideration of Bargaining Unit members currently employed by the Board 
before advertising the position externally. 

   
 
 
 
ARTICLE 10- DISCIPLINE, DISMISSAL, TERMINATION 
 
10:01 Discipline. Dismissal, Termination 
 
 a) No teacher who has successfully completed their probationary period shall be 

disciplined, subject to disciplinary transfer, demoted, suspended or discharged 
without just cause. 

 
 b) No teacher during their probationary period will be discharged or disciplined 
  without just cause; however, the parties agree that a lesser standard than for 
  permanent teachers shall apply. 
 
 c) For the initial year of employment with the Board, a teacher will be on probation. 

The one year probationary period can be extended by the Board for a  period of 
up to one year. 

 
d) A dismissal for denominational cause will not be the subject of a grievance or 

arbitration. 
 
 e) The Board shall provide the teacher with 30 days written notice of termination of 

employment 
 
 f) Such notice shall state the reason(s) for termination 
 
 g) Such notice shall be sent to the teacher's last known address or via hand 

delivery by the supervisory officer to the teacher 
 
 h) The  teacher may invite a Unit Representative to attend any meeting with 

any supervisory personnel to take notes during the meeting. Two hours 
notice of such meeting shall be given and it is agreed that the meeting 
shall not begin until a Unit Representative is present. 

 
 i) A teacher shall provide a minimum of 30 days notice of resignation.  
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 j) If a teacher is the subject of an investigation or determination by the College of 

Teachers, any action against the teacher by the Board shall be taken in 
accordance with the Collective Agreement. 

 
ARTICLE 11 - SURPLUS AND REDUNDANCY 
  
11:01 Definitions 
 
 a) Surplus Teacher - A Teacher who, after the staffing needs of a particular 

Secondary school have been determined by the Board, is surplus to that 
Secondary school. 

 
 
 
 b) Redundant Teacher - A Teacher who, after the staffing needs of the Secondary 

schools have been determined by the Board, is surplus to the Secondary panel. 
 
 c) Teachers declared redundant shall be notified in writing by June 15th  to have 

effect August 31st . 
    
    
11:02 General Application 
 
 a) For the general purposes of Article 11, the Board shall, when exercising its 

responsibility to determine which Teachers are to be declared surplus and 
redundant: 

   
  i) Declare Teachers surplus or redundant in order of seniority. 
 
  ii) Take into account the classes, programs, responsibilities   
 and needs of the school system under its jurisdiction. 
 
  iii) Take into account the particular characteristics of the schools and classes 

under its jurisdiction. 
 
  iv) Take into account the qualifications of the teachers in the employ of the 

Board. 
 
 b) After consultation with the Unit, the Board may declare individual Teachers 

ineligible to be declared surplus or redundant because of program needs or 
responsibility of their assignment. The Director of Education or Designate shall 
consult with the President of the OECTA Unit before any recommendations are 
made to the Board pursuant to this provision. 

 
11:03 Declaration of Surplus 
 
 a)  Where it is determined by the Board that there may be a surplus of 

Teachers in a particular school, the Director of Education or Designate will 
advise the Unit President. 

 
 b) Since Teachers are employed to teach for the Board, and not in a particular 

school, in the event that the Board reduces the number of Teachers in any one 
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school as provided in Article 11:04 Order of Criteria for Determining Surplus 
Teachers to a School, the transfer clause in this Collective Agreement shall be 
waived and an all Teachers declared surplus will be placed in any available 
positions for which they are qualified.  Teachers who cannot be  
placed in available positions for which they are qualified, will be laid off 
subject to the provisions of Article 11:05 Declaration of Redundancy. 

 
 c) In order to be placed in a vacant position, a surplus Teacher must be qualified 

according to the requirements of the Ministry of Education to teach the division, 
subject(s) and/or program for the available positions. 

 
11:04 Order of Criteria for Determining Surplus Teachers to a School 
 

The Teacher(s) must be qualified according to the requirements of the Ministry of 
Education to teach the division, subject(s) and/or program for the available positions. 

 a) The first criterion is continuous experience with the Bruce-Grey Catholic District 
School Board and its predecessor Board as reflected on the seniority list as 
determined by Article 8 a). 

 
 b) Where continuous experience with the Board is equal, continuous teaching 

experience in the school in question will be the deciding factor. 
 
 c) Where a) and b) above are equal, the highest category placement (A1-A4)  

as determined by QECO will be the deciding factor. 
  
 d) Where a), b) and c) above are equal, teaching experience recognized by the 

Board for salary purposes will be the deciding factor. 
 
 e) Where it is determined by the Board that all factors set out above are equal, a 

determination will be made by lot conducted by both the Director of Education 
and the President of the Unit. 

 
 f) Teachers who have been declared surplus to school will be given 

consideration to return to the school from which they were declared 
surplus should a position become available at that school up to and 
including June 30. 

 
11:05 Declaration of Redundancy 
 
 Where it is determined by the Board that there may be a surplus of  Teachers 
in the Secondary schools who cannot be placed in the school  system, the following steps will 
be taken: 
 
 a) After consultation with the Unit, the Director of Education or Designate will 

identify the least senior Teachers in the Unit. Thereafter, the Director of 
Education or Designate shall send a notice to the OECTA Unit President and 
the teachers who may be redundant within seven (7) working days of 
determining that the redundancy may occur. 

 
b) Redundancy will be considered to be just cause for the termination of a 

Teacher's employment as provided for under this Collective Agreement and 
such termination will not be considered disciplinary. 
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 c) Subject to paragraph (f) below and prior to any new hires, Teachers who have 

been laid off pursuant to this article shall be recalled to available teaching 
positions with the Board in reverse order of lay-off provided that they possess 
the qualifications required by the Ministry of Education to teach the division, 
subject(s) and/or programs for the available position(s). 

  
 d) A Teacher must exercise his or her right of recall within five (5) calendar days of 

being notified about the available position. A Teacher may refuse to exercise his 
or her right of recall two (2) times only. In the event that a Teacher does not 
exercise his or her recall rights a third time, the Board has no further recall 
obligations to that Teacher. It is understood that acceptance to a recall 
position that is less than full time will not count as one of the two (2) 
refusals referred to above. 

 
e) If a Teacher accepts a part-time position because a full-time position is not 

available, that Teacher shall be offered the first full-time position that becomes 
available for which the Teacher is qualified. 

 f) A Teacher who is declared redundant shall be placed on the Occasional 
Teachers List and given priority placement. 

  
 g) Teachers shall be withdrawn from the recall list should they accept a teaching 

contract with another employer. 
 
 h) Teachers who have not been recalled to employment with the Board in 

accordance with paragraph (d) above within two (2) years of their release shall 
lose all rights to recall. 

 
 i) Prior to any external hires and provided that there are no redundant 

Secondary Teachers covered by this Collective Agreement remaining to 
be recalled, the Board will offer any vacant Secondary teaching positions 
to any qualified Elementary Teachers who have been declared redundant 
and are awaiting recall. In order to support cross panel placements, the 
Board and the Unit agree to a one year mentorship program. 

 
11:06 Order of Criteria for Determining Redundant Teachers 
 

The Teacher(s) must be qualified according to the requirements of the Ministry of 
Education to teach the division, subject(s) and/or program for the available positions. 

 
 a) The first criterion is continuous experience with the Bruce-Grey Catholic District 

School Board and its predecessor Boards as reflected on the seniority list as 
determined by Article 8 b). 

 
 b) Where continuous experience with the Board is equal, total teaching experience 

recognized by the Board for salary purposes will be the deciding factor. 
 
 c) Where a) and b) are equal, the highest category placement (A1-A4) as 

determined by QECO will be the deciding factor. 
 
 d) Where a), b) and c) above are equal, teaching experience recognized by the 

Board for salary purposes will be the deciding factor. 
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 e) Where it is determined that all factors set out above are equal, a determination 

will be made by lot conducted by the Director of Education and the Unit 
President. 

 
ARTICLE 12 - TRANSFERS 
 
 1) If a transfer occurs during the school year at the request of the Board: 
 
  a) Teachers may be transferred by mutual agreement. 
 
  b) The Teacher shall be notified in writing ten (10) school days before the 
   proposed transfer except in case of emergency. 
 
  c) The teacher shall be granted a number of days leave of absence with pay, 

in which to relocate himself/herself. The number of days in question shall 
be determined by the Board in consultation with the teacher. 

 
 
 2) If a transfer is to occur at the end of the school year at the request of the Board: 
 
  a) A teacher shall be notified in writing on or before June 15th  of the year in 
   which a transfer is to take place. 
 
  b) A reasonable transfer from one school to the new school shall not involve 
   more than 32 kilometres one way. 
 
  c)  Teachers may be transferred by mutual agreement. It is understood that 

transfers by mutual agreement may be initiated by the teacher or the 
Board. 

 
  d) Moving Expenses 
  
  i)   Moving expenses shall be defined as those expenses charged by a      

mover to move a teacher's personal and household effects from one place 
of  residence to a new place of residence. 

 
   ii)   A teacher shall be paid for moving expenses incurred when a transfer  

requested by the Board exceeds the distance specified in Article 12:04 
2(b) above and the teacher moves within 2 years of the transfer. 

 
   iii) The Board reserves the right to engage the service of a mover of its choice 

to relocate the teacher after receiving a minimum of two quotations. 
 
 3) Transfer Requests 
 
  Teachers requesting a transfer shall apply in writing on the official application 

form to the Manager of Human Resource by April 1st. 
   

Upon receipt of such a request for transfer, the Director or designate shall give 
first consideration to accommodate a Bargaining Unit member’s request, subject 
to pupil and program needs. 
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 4) It is understood that Secondary Teachers may only transfer to vacant positions 
within the Secondary Unit. 

 
 5) The non-disciplinary transfer of a teacher within the terms of this Collective 

Agreement shall not be the subject of a grievance or arbitration. 
 
 
ARTICLE 13 - LEAVES OF ABSENCE 
 
13:01 Bereavement Leave 
 
 a) The Teacher  shall be entitled to five (5) working days leave of absence with 

pay and no loss of sick leave for the purpose of arranging for and attending the 
funeral, interment or memorial of a member of the immediate family. The 
immediate family shall be defined as spouse, child, parent, brother or sister. 

 
 b) The Teacher shall be entitled to three (3) working days leave of absence with 

pay and no loss of sick leave for the purpose of arranging for and attending the 
funeral, interment or memorial of a member of the extended family. The 
extended family shall be defined as mother-in-law, father-in-law, 
daughter-in-law, son-in-law, sister-in-law, brother-in-law, grandparent or 
grandchild. 

 
c) The Teacher  may be granted up to one (1) day leave of absence with pay and 

no loss of sick leave for the purpose of attending the funeral of an aunt, uncle, 
niece or nephew. 

 
 d) Additional time may be granted, with or without pay, upon request at the 

discretion of the Director of Education or designate. 
 
13:02 Parenting Leaves 
 
 a) Pregnancy leaves shall be granted in accordance with the provisions of the 

Employment Insurance Act of Canada and the Employment Standards Act of 
Ontario. 

 
 b) Parental and Adoption leaves shall be granted in accordance with the provisions 

of the Employment Insurance Act of Canada and the Employment 
  Standards Act of Ontario. 
 
 c) Upon request, a teacher shall be granted three (3) days paternity leave within 

ten (10) days of the birth/adoption of a child.   
 
 d) The probationary period of a teacher who, during his/her probationary period is 

granted a pregnancy or parental/adoption leave at the request of the teacher or 
due to a statutory obligation, will be extended for a period equal to the period of 
the leave. An extension will not apply where the teacher performs the duties of a 
teacher on probation for a minimum of five consecutive months in a school year. 

 
 e) The Board shall provide a Supplementary Employment Insurance Benefits Plan 

(SEB) for teachers on pregnancy leave. 
 

i)The plan will pay 100% of the teacher’s normal weekly earnings during 
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the mandatory two (2) week waiting period for Employment Insurance 
Pregnancy Benefits. 

 
ii)The plan will pay 100% of the teacher’s normal weekly earnings minus 
the Employment Insurance Benefits, for four (4) weeks.  The combined 
weekly level of EI Benefits, SEB and other earnings will not exceed 100% 
of the teacher’s normal weekly earnings.  

 
iii)In the event that there is no mandatory two week waiting period, the plan 
will pay 100% of the teacher’s normal weekly earnings minus the 
Employment Insurance Benefits, for six (6) weeks.  The combined weekly 
level of EI Benefits, SEB and other earnings will not exceed 100% of the 
teacher’s normal weekly earnings. 

 
iv)To receive this supplement, the teacher must supply the Board with 
adequate information from Service Canada reflecting their waiting period 
and weekly payment.  

 
v)No sick leave deduction will be made as a result of payments made 
under this Article.  It is understood that a teacher cannot access sick leave 
for the six-week period if they have received a top-up under this Article as 
these payments under this provision are in lieu of entitlement and/or 
payment of sick pay. 

 
vi)Teachers not eligible to receive Employment Insurance Benefits may 
choose to use their sick leave credits for up to six weeks following the birth 
of their child.  Further use of sick leave credits, during the pregnancy 
leave, related to the birth of the child will be based on supporting medical 
documentation. 

 
13:03 Educational Study Leave 
 
 a) An educational study leave may be granted to any applicant covered by this 

Agreement for varying periods of up to one year for the purpose of educational 
improvement, professional advancement and/or study and research, acceptable 
to the Board. 

  
 b) Applications/Eligibility 
 
  i) A letter stating the intention to apply for an Educational Study Leave shall 

be submitted to the Board by March 1st of the current school year. 
 
  ii) The Board's decision will be conveyed to applicants, after considering all 

applications, on or before April 15th of the year when an application is 
made. The decision of the Board is subject to the applicant's acceptance 
into the program stated in the application. 

 
  iii) Applicants must have a minimum of three years of successful service to 
   the Board and at least five years of teaching experience. 
 
 c) Subject to the financial ability of the Board, a suitable applicant(s) shall be 

granted an Educational Study Leave in any three-year period. 
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 d) Terms of the Leave 
 
  i) A teacher may be granted an Educational Study Leave with pay of up to 
   75% of the benefits and salary of their placement on the salary   
 schedule, excluding responsibility allowances. Teachers who are  
 granted a leave with pay at less than 75% of their placement on the   
 salary schedule excluding allowances, shall receive 100% of employee 
   benefits as outlined in this Agreement. 
 
  ii) During the Educational Study Leave, an individual shall not getrecognition 

of experience for salary purposes and they shall notaccumulate sick leave 
days. 

 
  iii) Applicants returning from a leave shall be assigned to a position equal to 
   his/her previous position. 
 
  iv) During the leave, pension deductions will be continued on the salary being 

paid. 
  
 e)  i) The successful applicant(s) shall give to the Board a formal pledge in 

writing to return to his/her duties following the expiration of the 
leave.He/she shall not resign from teaching service with the Board for a 
period 

   of at least three years after expiration of leave. 
  ii) The staff member, on being granted a leave, shall sign three (3)promissory 

notes each covering one-third of salary to be paid on leave. 
   The Board shall surrender one promissory note to the teacher on the 
  completion of each teaching year that the teacher remains with the  
 Board after returning from the leave. 
 
  iii) A teacher who withdraws from a program of study shall reimburse the 
   Board for the salary and benefits paid during the period he/she was in 
  the program. Withdrawal due to illness, accident or death is  
 excluded from this clause. 
 
  iv) A teacher who completes a program of study and does not resume 

employment with the Board, shall reimburse the Board in the ratio that 
unworked months bear to thirty. 

 
13:04 Special Leaves 
 
 a) Emergency Leave 
 

i) Any member of the Unit may apply for an emergency leave, without pay, 
for up to ten (10) days per year in accordance with the Employment 
Standards Act.  Written application to the Manager of Human Resources 
shall be made in advance whenever possible. 

 
ii) A teacher shall be granted a leave of absence without loss of pay but with 

deduction from sick leave credit, which includes but is not limited to: 
hospitalization of family members, fire or violence within the home. 

 
 b) Examination Leave 
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A teacher who is writing an examination on a school day, related to professional 
development, shall be granted a special leave of one (1) school 

  day with pay provided the request is made five (5) days in advance to a  
 Supervisory Officer. 
 
 c) Federation Leave 
 
  i) Upon written request prior to June 1st, the Board shall grant a minimum of 

one (1) full time leave of absence from education duties for the President 
of the Secondary OECTA Unit. 
 
In the event that the leave is less than full time, the elected President shall 
be granted leave on an alternate plan, mutually agreed upon by the 
Director of Education or designate and the Association. 

 
The teacher shall maintain all rights provided in the Collective Agreement. 

 
Upon receipt of invoice, the local Unit shall reimburse the Board for the full 
cost of the salary and benefits for the teacher on leave for the period of the 
leave. 

 
On return from the leave, the teacher shall be returned to a comparable 
position to that held immediately prior to the commencement of the leave, 
subject to redundancy and transfer.  Where the teacher held a position of 
responsibility, it shall be returned to the teacher provided that it still exists. 

 
  ii) The Secondary Unit Executive, or their designates, will be allowed up to 

twenty (20) days per year collectively to conduct the duties of their offices. 
The use of such days will be by mutual agreement between the Secondary 
Unit President and the Director of Education and these days would be 
granted so as to ensure continuity in the school program. 

 
d) Jury Duty and Quarantine 

 
A Teacher shall be granted a leave of absence without loss of pay during the 
school year, upon the occurrence of the following: 

 
   i) if the Teacher is quarantined by the order of the Medical Officer of 

Health 
  
   ii) if the Teacher is compelled to attend court for jury duty or as a 

witness under subpoena provided  the teacher remits to the Board 
any jury fees or witness fees received exclusive of travelling 
allowances and living expenses that the teacher receives as a juror or 
witness. 

 
13:05 Personal Earned Leave Plan 
 

It is the purpose of this plan to provide personal earned leave for reasons other than 
sick leave. The plan is intended to relate to the individual employee, give recognition 
for a record of good attendance and allow for personal leave with pay. 
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  a) Annually, for the period September 1st  to August 31st, the Board shall 
calculate the average rate of absenteeism per employee for the system. 

 
  b) Each employee with a rate of absenteeism less than the average 

calculated in a) above shall be awarded a credit of one (1) day in an 
earned leave bank as of September 1st  in the year following the year of 
calculation. (The calculation for the period September 1st  to August 31st  
of each school year will be credited on September 1st  of the following 
school year.) 

 
  c) The earned leave bank may accumulate up to a maximum of five (5)  

earned leave days. Part-time employees shall be entitled to a pro-rated 
number of earned leave days. To qualify for the plan, an employee must 
have been employed by the Board for one full year prior to September 1st  
of each year. 

 
  d) Personal earned leave days may be used under the following provisions: 
 
   i) Earned Leave Days with pay may be used for personal leave at the 

discretion of the employee. Requests for an earned leave day must 
be made to the principal with the exception of days immediately prior 
to or following a statutory holiday or holiday period. 

 
   iii) Where an employee wishes to use a personal earned leave day(s) 

immediately prior to or following a statutory holiday or holiday period, 
prior written approval must be given by the Manager of Human 
Resources. These requests will be limited to one (1) per fifteen (15) 
staff members in a school. 

 
  e) A statement of earned leave days will be issued to each employee by 

October 31st  in each year. 
 
ARTICLE 14 - ALTERNATIVE EMPLOYMENT PLANS (A.E.P.) 
 
 1) Job Sharing 
 
  a) Upon mutual agreement between the teachers involved, an application to 

enter into an agreement of job sharing, may be submitted to the Director of 
Education by March 1st.  In order to apply, teachers must have 
successfully completed their probationary period with the Board and each 
have a minimum of three (3) years experience with the Board. 

 
  b) Approval of a job sharing arrangement shall rest solely with the Board. 
 
  c) If approval is given, all necessary conditions required by the Ontario 

Teachers' Pension Plan Board shall be met in order to protect the status of 
the Teachers' positions within the Ontario Teachers' Pension Plan. 

 
  d) Teachers involved in a job sharing arrangement shall be paid according 
    to the salary scale and method of payment provision on a pro-rated basis. 
 
  e) Teachers involved in a job sharing arrangement shall be entitled to 
   benefits on a pro-rated basis. 
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  f) A job sharing arrangement shall not exceed one year. 
 
  g) Any full-time teacher entering into a job sharing arrangement approved by 

the Board shall, upon dissolution of the job sharing position, be entitled to 
return to a full-time position, subject to the redundancy provisions of this 
Agreement. 

 
 2) Deferred Salary Leave Plan 
 

A Deferred Salary Leave Plan is a plan whereby a teacher chooses to work for 
less than their regular salary in order to make provisions for a paid leave of 
absence. 

 
  a) An application to participate in the Deferred Salary Leave Plan may be 

submitted by an individual teacher who has successfully completed their 
probationary period to the Board and who has a minimum of three (3) 
years of continuous experience with the Board. 

 
  b) No proposal will be considered where the teacher applicant is already 

involved in, and has not fulfilled all of the requirements of a previous leave 
plan. 

 
  c) Individuals shall make written application to the Director of Education on or 

before March 1st  of any school year. 
  
  d) Approval of a Deferred Salary Leave Plan shall rest solely with the Board. 

 
  e) Where a proposed agreement is acceptable to the individual and approved 

by the Board, it shall be signed by each party to the agreement; that is, the 
individual and the Board, and implemented in accordance with this clause 
and the provisions of the Agreement. 

  
  f) Teachers who are contemplating retirement within five (5) years are 

advised to study carefully the implications on their pensions before 
participating in the plan. 

 
3) Part-time Plan 
 
  a) An application to enter into an agreement of part time work may be 

submitted to the Director of Education by March 1st . 
 
  b) Approval of a part time arrangement shall rest solely with the Board. 
 
  c) If approval is given, all necessary conditions required by the Ontario 

Teacher’s Pension Plan Board shall be met in order to protect the status of 
the Teachers’ positions with the Ontario Teachers’ Pension Plan. 

 
  d) Teachers involved in a part time arrangement shall be paid according to 

the salary scale and method of payment provision on a pro-rated basis. 
 
  e) Teachers involved in a part time arrangement shall be entitled to benefits 

on a pro-rated basis.  
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  f) A part-time arrangement shall not exceed one year and, it is agreed and 

understood that an extension of the assignment shall be subject to Board 
approval but will not exceed two years under normal circumstances. 

 
  g) Any full-time Teacher entering into a part time arrangement approved by 

the Board shall, upon dissolution of the part-time position, be entitled to 
return to a full-time position, subject to the redundancy provisions of this 
Agreement.  

 
Approval/disapproval of any A.E.P. applied for in the proper manner shall be given to 
the applicant in writing, by June 1st of that year. 

  
ARTICLE 15 - SICK LEAVE 
 
1.  Sick Leave 
 
 a) Definition: 
 
  i) Sick Leave with pay shall be granted for absence due to sickness or acute 

inflammatory condition of the teeth or gums, including absence to 
attend medical and/or dental specialists appointments which are not 
elective in nature. 

 
 b) Absences for reasons in addition to those in item a) above will be deducted from 

sick leave, but in no case shall a teacher suffer both the loss of pay and the loss 
of sick leave days. (I.e. Parenting Leaves, Special Leaves) 

 
 
2.  Accumulative Sick Leave Plan 
 
 a) The sick leave credit system is established and administered by the Board. 
 
 b) The Board shall keep a register in which shall be entered the sick leave 
  credits, the accumulated sick leave credits, and the deductions from the 

sick leave credits. An itemized statement of accumulated sick leave credits and 
deductions shall be issued annually by October 31st  to each teacher. Any 
discrepancy must be reported in writing to the Board within 30 calendar days 
otherwise the statement is deemed to be correct. 

 
 c) The Board shall, on September 1st  of each school year, credit each teacher 
  with twenty (20) days sick leave. 
 
 d) Where a teacher commences employment after September 1st  in any year, 

the sick leave credits of twenty (20) days shall be pro-rated on the basis of two 
days per month. 

 
 e) Where a teacher is employed on less than a full time basis in any year, 
  his/her annual sick leave credits shall be calculated on a pro-rated basis. 
 
 f) In calculating the number of sick leave credits for a teacher in any year, the 

board shall first deduct credits from the twenty (20) days referred to in Section 3 
above, and then from any accumulated sick leave from previous years. 
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 g) Each teacher shall be entitled to have 100% of the unused portion of the 

teacher's annual sick leave of twenty (20) days transferred each June 30th to the 
teacher's accumulated sick leave plan. 

 
 h) Teachers participating in an accumulative sick leave plan with other Ontario 

school boards shall be credited with the full number of credited days when hired 
by the board. 

 
 i) No transfer of credits shall be made to this Board if the employee received from 

a former employer a service gratuity or other allowance paid in respect of the 
accumulative sick leave. 

 
 j) Leaves of absence for less than a full school year shall result in the pro-ration of 

sick leave credits. 
 
 k) The maximum number of sick days allowable for accumulation shall be 200. 
 
3. Subject to the terms and conditions of the carrier of the L.T.D. Plan, the teacher is 

eligible to receive benefits after the expiration of the qualifying period outlined in the 
L.T.D. Plan. 

 
4. A statement of total unused sick leave days will be given to each teacher with the last 

pay in October, outlining the accumulative sick leave built up in previous years. 
 
5. When a teacher leaves the employ of the Board, a statement of total unused 
 sick leave for each period of employment will be issued at the request of the 
 teacher. 
 
 
  
ARTICLE 16 - EMPLOYEE BENEFITS 
 

A summary of insurances shall be sent to each employee. A copy of the Master 
Benefit Plans shall be provided to the Unit on an annual basis. 

 
16:01  Eligible Employees 
 
 a) Subject to the terms of article 16:02 (e)(i) and (ii) below, the Board agrees to 

contribute on behalf of each eligible full-time employee, the amount indicated in 
this Article of the billed premium under the plans provided, subject to the terms 
and conditions of the carrier of each plan. 

 
Part-time employees under contract to the Board, and covered by this 
Collective Agreement, shall be eligible for employee benefits under the 
terms of this Article. 

 
   The Board agrees to contribute on behalf of each eligible part-time 
   employee, an amount based on the following formula: 
 
 
   Carrier's  Pro-Rated Time  Proportion of the 
   Billed            X   for the Employee       X Board's 
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   Premium  in this Article Contribution 
 

The teacher is responsible for payment of the balance of the premium 
through Payroll deductions. 

  
 b) The contributions of the Board to the premium of each plan provided, shall be 

subject to the carrier's requirements, and to minimum enrolment requirements. 
 
 c) Eligible employees may, while on a leave of absence, arrange to continue to 

be enrolled in the Employee Benefit Plans, provided that they agree to assume  
 the cost of the premiums. Arrangements for continued participation and the 
method of payment must be made with the Manager of Human Resources. 
Participation and arrangements are subject to the terms and conditions of the 
carrier of each benefit plan. 

 
 d) All members are entitled to full coordination of benefits. 
 
16:02 Employee Benefit Plans 
 

The following benefit plan descriptions are illustrative only. The official plan 
documents with the carriers shall govern benefits. 

 
 a) Life Insurance 
 
  i) Group Life Insurance - mandatory - 3 times the employee's salary to a 

maximum of $135,000 plus Accidental Death and Dismemberment up to 
the principal sum. 

 
  ii) Optional Life Insurance for an employee and/or spouse is available at the 
   expense of the employee, up to $300,000 for each. 
   
 b) Extended Health and Drug Plan 
  

   -Vision coverage - $350 max. per person every 24 
months 

 
   -Psychologist/Psychotherapist - add $1000 per school year maximum 
 
   -Massage Therapy - $250 per calendar year maximum 
 
 c) Dental Plan-current year O.D.A. rate 
    
   Basic Dental coverage - $1500 per person per school year 
 
   Major Restorative and Dentures at 50% co-payment with a maximum of 
   $2,000 per person annually. 
 
   Orthodontics at 50% co-payment with a maximum of $2,000 per person 
   lifetime. 
 
 d) Long Term Disability (Premiums are paid by Employee) 
 

The Board shall administer the LTD plan with 100 percent of the premium costs 
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paid by participating teachers. 
 

Details regarding LTD benefits are available in the benefit booklet. The waiting 
period shall not exceed 60 working days. 

 
 e) i)  The Board shall pay 100% of the premium in effect on September 1, 1996 

for the following benefits: 
   Group Life Insurance including Accidental Death and Dismemberment 
   Extended Health and Drug Plan 
   Dental Plan 
 

If an increase or decrease in the rates occurs, the Board will continue to 
pay 100% of the premiums and the increase/decrease will be calculated 
into the cost of the next Agreement. 

 
  ii) The employees shall pay 100% of the premium for the Long Term 

Disability Group Plan Basic Benefit. 
 
 f) Wage Loss Replacement Plan 
 
  i) The employees acknowledge the Board's Wage Loss Replacement Plan 
   and its registration with Human Resources Development Canada, which 
   results in a reduction in Employment Insurance Premiums. 
 
  ii) The employees agree that the net savings arising from the reduction in 
   premiums has been used to share equally in the funding of an Employee 

Assistance Programme and that this practice will continue. 
 
  iii) The employees agree that, effective January 1, 1998, after funding the 

above-noted programme and fees, any unused balance will be 
proportionately distributed as follows: 

 
   Board Share = 7/12 
 
   Employee Share = 5/12 
 
  iv) The parties agree to re-calculate the percentages based on current 

employee numbers in each employee group as at February 1st  of each 
year. 

    
 g) Payroll Savings Plan 
 

The Board,  in consultation with the Unit Executive, will make available payroll 
savings plans, on the provision that sufficient employees enroll in such plans to 
make them viable. 

 
16:03 Mandatory Participation Clause 
 
 a) All eligible employees are required to enroll in the Long Term Disability Plan as 

outlined above. 
 
 b) All eligible employees are required as a condition of employment, to enroll in 

the Benefit Plans outlined above unless they provide evidence of coverage 
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carried by a spouse. 
  
 c) The Board shall provide an annual Statement of Confirmation of Group 

Insurance Benefits to confirm the various benefit coverage for each employee. 
Where the employee fails to notify the Manager of Human Resources of any 
discrepancies in coverage within 15 calendar days of the receipt of a statement, 
it shall be considered correct.  

 
16:04 Administration of L.T.D. 
 
 a) Individuals who have been granted an L.T.D. Benefit under the terms and 

conditions of the carrier of the L.T.D. Plan, and who have not resigned from 
the employment of the Board, shall prepare and submit an application for a 
Leave of Absence upon receipt of notice from the carrier, that an L.T.D. Benefit 
has been approved. 

 
 b) Where it has been determined that the individual has accepted other 

employment, the individual shall be considered to have ceased their 
employment with the Board and the Board shall terminate their contract. 

 
16:05 Workplace Safety & Insurance 
 

It is agreed when a member of the teaching staff is eligible for and received approval 
of payment of Workplace Safety and Insurance Benefits: 

 
  i) The WSIB payment received shall be forwarded to the Board; 
   
  ii) The teacher shall receive full salary from the Board; 
   
  iii) There shall be no deduction of sick leave credits from the teacher. 
 
ARTICLE 17 - WORKING CONDITIONS 
 
17:01 Lunch Break 
 
 a) The scheduled lunch break and eating period will comply with the Education Act 

and Teachers will cooperate in the integration of their lunch break with staff 
governed by the Employment Standards Act. 

 b) A principal and his/her staff may schedule and arrange the lunch break in a 
manner which is agreed upon by the school staff and the Unit. 

 
17:02 Workplace Harassment 
 

The Board Policy on Workplace Harassment will not be changed without an 
opportunity for input from the OECTA Unit during the term of this Agreement. 

 
17:03 Health and Safety 
 

The Guidelines for the Structure and Function of the Joint Health and Safety 
Committee will not be changed without an opportunity for input from the Unit 
during the term of this Collective Agreement. 

 
ARTICLE 18 - MISCELLANEOUS 
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18:01 Administration of Medication to Students 
 

The Board policy on Health Services and Medication shall not be changed, except by 
mutual consent during the term of this Agreement. 

 
18:02 Tax  Support 
 

Adherence to the philosophy of Catholic Education imposes the obligation on 
teachers in the Catholic school system to direct their school taxes to the support of 
that school system unless they are prevented from so doing by law or extenuating 
circumstances. 

 
18:03 Teacher Performance Appraisal and New Teacher Induction 
 
 a) Performance appraisals for Teachers (Experienced Teachers and New 

Teachers) and New Teacher Induction shall be conducted in accordance with 
the Education Act and Regulations as set out by the Ministry of Education. 

 
 b) No member of the Bargaining Unit shall participate in the performance appraisal 

of another member. 
 
 c) When a teacher receives a performance appraisal of unsatisfactory, the 

appraiser will include a written statement under the Principal’s Summary 
Comments for the teacher to advise their local Unit President within 5 days. 

 
 d) The teacher shall have the right to respond in writing to the evaluation within five 

(5) school days of receipt of the evaluation.  The teacher’s response shall be 
included in the teacher’s personnel file with the evaluation. 

 
 e) Voluntary activities shall not be evaluated within the context of the Performance 

Appraisal Process. 
 
 f) The Board will not add any additional domains, competencies, or look fors to the 

New Teacher or Experienced Teacher Appraisal process. 
 
 g) By September 30th of each school year, the Board shall disclose to the Unit, the 

names, if any, of the teachers who are designated to participate in the 
Performance Appraisal process in that school year. 

 
 h) A performance appraisal within a school year shall be completed by May 31st. 
  
 
 i) In the event of an extraordinary and unforeseen circumstance that 

requires the rescheduling of an already agreed to Teacher Observation 
related to a PAET or New Teacher Induction Program, the new observation 
time will be determined by mutual consent of the Principal or Designate 
and the impacted Teacher. 

 
18:04 Secondary School Staffing 
 

The Board will staff the Secondary schools in the school system subject to its 
financial ability, the availability of qualified and acceptable staff, the availability of 
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classroom space as approved by the Ministry of Education under the Capital Grant 
Plan and amendments thereto and the requirements under the Education Act and 
Regulations. 

 
The Board shall ensure that the average size of its Secondary School classes, in the 
aggregate does not exceed 22 pupils.  The Board shall determine the average size 
of its classes in accordance with the Education Act and the Regulations made, 
thereunder, which may be amended from time to time. 

 
18:05 Secondary School Scheduling 
 
 a) Workload and Teacher Assignment 
 

i) The Board shall make every reasonable effort to assign duties to teachers 
in a fair, reasonable and equitable manner.  

 
ii) The Board recognizes and appreciates that teachers on a school staff 

share in the responsibility for the total school program by their voluntary 
contribution to the enrichment of life within the school community through 
participation in extra curricular activities which are approved by the School 
Principal. 

 
 b) Scheduled Time 
 

Secondary school teachers shall be on duty under the direction of the Principal 
and/or designate as follows: 

 
  Instructional Teaching Schedule: 
 

The instructional teaching schedule for teachers shall be in accordance with the 
Education Act and Regulations and other Acts and Regulations.  Effective 
September 1, 2005, the workload of a full time secondary teacher shall be set 
out as below, and as defined in the Education Act and Regulations as may be 
amended from time to time: 

 
i)  Six periods of credit bearing and/or credit equivalent courses (3 per 

semester) plus; 
 

ii)  Provided that the following can be achieved without incurring any 
additional cost to the Board and provided that student safety is protected, 
the Board agrees that Supervision and On-Calls will be distributed 
equitably and shall be assigned as follows: 

 
 
 

1.   Full time teachers shall be available for on-call/supervision duties 
as follows: 

    
    Commencing August 31, 2012 Nine (9) equivalent periods of 

supervision/on-call per semester 
with a maximum of 18 equivalent 
periods over the school year. 
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    Periods are 75 minutes in duration. 
 

Secondary teachers shall be available to students in their classroom 
fifteen minutes prior to the first scheduled class of the day. Such 
time shall not constitute supervision/on-call or instructional time. Any 
assigned Secondary supervision duty during the times as outlined 
above such as but not limited to, bus duty, hall duty and/or yard 
duty, shall constitute supervision/on-call time. 

 
Notwithstanding the above, it is agreed that teachers will be in their  

 classroom(s) or teaching areas fifteen 
minutes prior to the first scheduled class of the day, as per past 
practice. 

 
2.   Supervision will be assigned to teachers as per best practices with a 

view to reduce where possible the assigned supervision.  Eligible 
supervision shall include hall supervision, lunch supervision, bus 
duty, and any other supervision mutually agreed upon by the Board 
and the Unit.  

 
3.  On call coverage shall not be used to cover for illness except in 

emergency situations.  
 

Each Secondary Teacher shall be limited to no more than two 
(2) on-calls in any given week. 

 
4.    Every effort will be made to ensure that a teacher will not be 

assigned a supervision and an on-call on the same day.  
 

On-calls are not to be assigned on any Parent Teacher 
Interview Day and the day following any Parent Teacher 
Interview Day. 

 
It is understood that Teachers will not schedule any activity 
that will require on-call coverage on any Parent Teacher 
Interview Day and the day following any Parent Teacher 
Interview Day. 

 
 c) Teachers with a workload of less than full-time shall have all assignments 

pro-rated. 
 
 d) All unassigned time shall be available for teachers as preparation and planning 

time. 
 

e)  The responsibility for ensuring that an Occasional Teacher is obtained to 
replace a teacher that is absent lies with the Principal.  A teacher who will 
require an Occasional Teacher is only required to notify the Principal or his/her 
designate but will do so at the first available opportunity. 

 
 f) For salary purposes, a 100% teaching assignment shall be 6.0 credit courses, 

credit equivalent courses, equivalent programs and special duties.  A part-time 
teaching assignment shall be calculated as a percentage of 6.0 and pay shall be 
pro-rated accordingly. 
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 g) Part-time teachers who would suffer a reduction in pay as a result of 

implementation of this Agreement will be offered an increase to their assignment 
in order to afford them the opportunity to maintain or increase their rate fo pay. 

   
 
18:06 School Staffing Committee 
 

The Secondary School Staffing Committee is established in order to provide a 
higher level of openness, disclosure and meaningful consultation, in an 
atmosphere of openness and transparency. It is intended that the Association 
be given the opportunity to advise the Principal on decisions that impact 
staffing. 

 
a) A Local School Staffing Advisory Committee (LSSAC) shall be established in 

every Secondary school by September 15th  of each school year and shall hold 
its first meeting by September 30th.  Subsequent meetings shall be held on or 
before January 15th  and on or before May 15th. The above time-lines may be 
altered by mutual agreement between the Principal and the teachers’ 
representatives. 

  
 b) The Committee (LSSAC) shall consist of three teachers selected by the OECTA 

Unit Executive from names submitted at the school level, the Principal, who 
shall chair the committee, and the Vice-Principal of the school. 

 
 c) The duties of the LSSAC shall be as follows: 
    
   i) to meet at the prescribed times, or as necessary, or at the request of 

either party but not less than once per school term during the school 
year. 

   
   ii) to review Staff Survey sheets 
 
   iii) to advise the Principal regarding: 
     -the school staffing priorities 

-teacher instructional workload distributions and 
instructional assignments arising from the distribution of 
staff within the school 
-the school supervision, on call and lunch break 
arrangements 
-the suggestions or requests of any teacher(s) who make 
submissions to the committee regarding the above. 

 
   iv) the committee shall appoint a recording secretary who will report the 

discussions/results of the meeting(s) to all teachers at the next 
scheduled staff meeting. 

 
 
18:07 Joint Board Level Staffing Committee  
 
The Joint Board Level Secondary Staffing Committee (JBLSSC) is established in order to 
provide a higher level of openness, disclosure and meaningful consultation, in an atmosphere of 
openness and transparency.  It is intended that the Association be given the opportunity to 
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advise the Board on decisions that impact staffing. 
 
 a) The Joint Board Level Secondary Staffing Committee will consist of (3) 

representatives appointed by the Board and three (3) representatives appointed 
by the Association. 

 
 b) The representatives of the Teachers and the representatives of the Board shall 

nominate one of their number as a Co-Chairperson. 
 
 c) The JBLSSC shall meet at least four (4) times per year during the regular work 

day and will work to develop consensus on matters within its mandate.  
Additional meetings may be called at the mutual consent of the Co-Chairs.  The 
first meeting of the Joint Board Level Secondary Staffing Committee will be 
called prior to September 30th  of each school year. 

 
 d) An agenda for each meeting shall be prepared by the Co-Chairs prior to any 

meeting. All information pertinent to the agenda will be provided to the 
Committee members at least 24 hours prior to the meeting of the Committee.  
The JBSSLC shall be provided with all relevant information to discharge its 
duties pursuant to this article. 

 
ARTICLE 19 - TEACHER CLASSIFICATIONS OF LEVEL 
 
19:01 a) The Board accepts for classification of level, the Qualifications Evaluation 

Council of Ontario Program 5. 
 
 b) No teacher who was in the employ of the Board on the day prior to the effective 

date hereof shall be adversely affected with respect to either grid placement or 
movement on the grid by reason of the application of the Experience and 
Qualifications Category Classification articles. 

 
19:02  a) It is the responsibility of the teacher to obtain and submit the appropriate official 

documents to the Director of Education to determine: certification (Ontario 
Teacher's Certificate); qualifications (Ontario Teacher's Qualification Record 
Card); experience (Statement of Experience issued by a School Board); 
Q.E.C.O. Statement of Evaluation, and the certificate of a Tuberculin Test. 

 
 b) Until such time as the Q.E.C.O. Statement of Evaluation is submitted, the 

teacher shall be paid the category for which he/she is deemed qualified, 
including experience, upon examination of documents by the Director of 
Education. 

 
19:03 Changes in Evaluation 
  

A teacher who has completed the requirements for a higher Statement of Evaluation 
prior to September 1st, is entitled to an adjustment in salary retroactive to September 
1st  provided a Statement of Evaluation or a “notice of expected change” along with 
an explanation of the delay from Q.E.C.O. is submitted to the Board by December 
31st . 

 
A teacher who has completed the requirements for a higher Statement of Evaluation 
after September 1st, is entitled to an adjustment in salary retroactive to January 1st  
provided a Statement of Evaluation or a “notice of expected change” along with an 
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explanation of the delay from Q.E.C.O. is submitted to the Board by June 30th. 
 
19:04 Appeals 
 
  a) The Board and the Secondary Unit recognize the right of either party to 

appeal the evaluation of Q.E.C.O. as indicated on a Statement of 
Evaluation. 

  
  b) The party making an appeal must notify the other party, in writing, that an 
   appeal is being filed with Q.E.C.O. 
  
  c) Until such time as an appeal is settled, no change in category shall be 

made based on the evaluation under appeal. 
 
  d) Upon settlement of an appeal, a teacher shall be entitled to full retroactive 

salary, provided that the evaluation under appeal was submitted within the 
terms of clause 19:03 above. 

 
ARTICLE 20 - INTERPRETATIONS 
 
20:01 Teachers holding an Interim Certificate of Qualifications are to be placed in the 

category to which their academic and professional qualifications equate. 
 
20:02 All persons teaching on a Letter of Permission will be paid A or A1 minimums unless 

related experience is recognized by the Board at time of hire. It is understood that A 
applies to persons without University graduation and A1 applies to persons who have 
graduated from University. 

 
20:03 Teachers with Ontario Secondary Teacher Certification holding a Q.E.C.O. 

classification less than A1 will be paid 96% of the category A1 placement. 
 
ARTICLE 21 - EXPERIENCE 
 
21:01 Teaching Experience 
 

A teacher who provides verified and documented evidence of teaching experience 
after graduation from a teacher-training institution recognized in Ontario will be 
entitled to an experience allowance under the following provisions: 

 
 a)  Full-time experience shall be recognized in full. 
 
 b) Partial years of experience shall be pro-rated on the basis of one month full- 

time experience equal to one-tenth of an increment for each month of said 
partial experience. For the purposes of this clause, twenty (20) continuous full 
teaching days shall equal one month of experience. (i.e. 0. 5 teacher receives 
recognition for 5 months teaching experience.) 

 
 c) Occasional teaching experience shall, in accordance with the provisions of this 

Agreement, be recognized at the rate of one-tenth of an increment for each 20 
continuous full-time teaching days. Part-time occasional teaching shall be 
pro-rated. 
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 d) Experience presently recognized by the Board for salary purposes shall 
continue to be recognized. 

 
 e) A statement of experience submitted to the Director of Education not later than 

December 31st  of the current school year entitles the teacher to retroactive 
salary to September 1st of the current school year. 

  
 f) A statement of experience submitted to the Director of Education not later than 

June 30th  of the current school year entitles the teacher to retroactive salary to 
January 1st  of the current school year. 

 
21:02 Related Experience 
 
 a) Secondary School Teachers (Grades 9-12) shall be eligible for a related work 

experience allowance provided such experience is full-time in business, trade or 
industry and is directly related to the teaching responsibility of the teacher. 

 
 b) Related Experience Allowances shall be made at the rate of .5 of an increment, 

for each full accumulated calendar year of such experience, to a maximum of 10 
years of experience. 

 
 c) No partial years of related experience will be recognized. 
 
 d) Only one full-time position can be recognized during any given period. 
 
 e) The total of teaching and related experience shall not allow a teacher to exceed 

the maximum salary in any category. 
 
21:02 The experience used for the calculation of salaries shall be the experience 

determined and documented up to September 1st in the current school year. 
 
ARTICLE 22 - APPLICATION 
 
22:01 All present and future members of the teaching staff of the Board will be placed in 

categories and paid according to their qualifications, experience and responsibility as 
delineated in this Agreement. 

 
ARTICLE 23 -SALARY SCHEDULES AND ALLOWANCES 
 
23:01 Salary Schedules 
 
 As per Schedule A. 
  
23:02 Additional Degrees 
 

A teacher who earns a Master's Degree or Doctorate Degree from a Canadian 
University or a degree recognized by Q.E.C.O., after earning placement in Category 
A4, shall receive an allowance as follows: 

 
 i) Master's Degree - 1 % of the individual's category placement; 
 
 ii) Doctorate Degree - 1.5 % of the individual's category placement; 
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 iii) A teacher will be eligible for only one allowance outlined in (i) or (ii) above.  
 
 
23:03 Responsibility Allowances/Salaries 
 
 a) Acting Administrator 
 

The Acting Administrator shall be compensated at the rate of pay of the 
administrator being replaced. 

 
 b) Area Chairpersons 
   

Teachers appointed as Area Chairpersons in Secondary Schools shall receive 
an allowance as determined below: 

 
  i) Individuals holding a Specialist Certificate in one or more subjects taught in 

his/her area of study - category placement plus an allowance of $4300. 
 
  ii) Individuals without a Specialist Certificate as specified above category 
   placement plus an allowance of $2150. 
  
 c) Consultants 
 

Consultants will receive a base salary of the appropriate category and 
years of experience plus an allowance of 10% of the A4 maximum salary 
grid. 

 
23:04 a) Part-time teachers shall be paid for such actual part-time teaching in proportion 

to the salaries and allowances outlined in this Agreement. (i.e. a half-time 
teacher will be paid 50% of any salary and allowance.) 

 
 b) Teachers appointed part-time to a position of responsibility and teachers 

receiving any special allowances, shall be paid, in addition to their salary, an 
  allowance in proportion to the amount of time determined for the position. 
  
 c) When a new position of responsibility is created by the Board, which is not 

covered by this Agreement, any additional responsibility allowance, for such 
position shall be determined in consultation with the Unit and the resulting 
allowance shall be effective for the duration of the Collective Agreement but 
shall be subject to negotiations between the Board and the Unit at the expiry of 
the Collective Agreement.  

 
 d)  i) Deductions from salary for days not worked and/or for absences which 
   are authorized without pay under the terms of this Collective Agreement, 

shall be made in the proportion of the number of days worked (or not 
worked) to the total number of days in the school year. 

   
  ii) When a teacher has been over-paid, the refund of monies to the Board 

shall be made on a mutually agreed schedule within the same school year. 
 
23:05 The Board, when requesting a teacher to take a course other than those required as 

a condition of employment or as a basic qualification: 
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 a) will, upon successful completion of the course, reimburse the teacher for the 
  tuition fee; 
 
 b) may pay related expenses deemed necessary subject to the approval of the 

Director; 
 c) shall make arrangements with the teacher for tuition fee, related expenses and 

other financial arrangements prior to the teacher enrolling in the course, subject 
to (a) and (b) above; 

 
 
 
 d) Travel Rates shall be paid according to Board Policy on travel allowances. This 

policy will not be changed without the opportunity for input from the OECTA Unit 
during the term of this Agreement. 

 
ARTICLE 24  - PAYMENT OF SALARY AND DEDUCTIONS 
 
24:01 A schedule of bi-weekly pay dates covering the period of this Agreement shall be 
  provided and implemented by the Board. (See Appendix A) 
 
24:02 a) The method of payment shall be by deposit to each teacher's bank account 
  in accordance with the schedule approved in 24:01 above. 
 
 b) All matters relating to the payment of salary shall be sent to the teachers in a 
  confidential manner. 
 
24:03 Federation fees required from each employee will be deducted bi-weekly over the full 

period the employee is paid in the twelve month period.  The Board shall remit the 
amount to the OECTA Provincial General Secretary.  The Unit shall indemnify and 
save the Board harmless against any claims or liability arising out of the application of 
this Article. 

 
24:04 College of Teachers Fees 
 

The Board shall deduct the annual fee from the pay of each teacher and forward this 
fee to the Ontario College of Teachers in accordance with the Ontario College of 
Teachers Act and the Regulations.  The Board and the Union shall agree on the pay 
period from which this fee is deducted.  If there is no Agreement, this fee shall be 
deducted from the first pay in January. 

 
ARTICLE 25 - DURATION AND RENEWAL 
 
25:01 a) The terms of this Agreement shall have effect from the first day of  September 

1,  2012 and continue in force until the thirty-first day of  August 31,  2014. 
 
 b) Changes made to this Collective Agreement during its lifetime may be made 
  by mutual agreement in writing, after ratification by the Unit and the Board. 
 
 c) Where mutual agreement to amend the Collective Agreement occurs, the 

amendment shall be binding on both parties effective the date of the Agreement 
and shall form part of the Collective Agreement thereafter. 

 
25:02 a) When a Memorandum of Settlement has been achieved, the Board will supply 
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the Unit Negotiating Committee with a draft for their study and use.  The final 
agreement when ratified, and signed by both parties, will be printed and 
distributed to all Unit members within 30 school days, including new teachers at 
the time of their receipt of a personal contract. 

 
 b) Both parties, on coming to a tentative agreement shall hold a ratification meeting 

within fifteen (15) school days. 
   
1. Letter of Intent 

 
A joint committee of the Board and the Local Bargaining Unit may review the surplus 
and redundancy process with a view to amending the procedures by mutual consent. 

 
 

2. Letter of Intent 
 

A teacher who volunteers outside the normal 194 days to participate in the Grade 9 
Orientation Program, curriculum writing activities, or other activities as agreed upon 
with the Unit President shall be compensated according to the daily occasional 
teacher rate.  

 
3. Letter of Intent 
 
 Class Size 
 
 The parties agree that the following serves as a guideline only. 
 

Academic   30 
Applied   26 
University   32 
University/College 30 
College   28 
Workplace  20 
Open   28 
Technology 
Locally developed 20 
Computer technology 27 
Co-op   28 
E-learning  22 

 
The maximum class size may be exceeded by no more than 2 students in no more 
than 4% of the classes in the school. 
 
The assignment of teaching personnel shall be verified by October 31st  for each 
school and again by March 31st. 
 
Class sizes shall be reviewed by the Joint Board Level Staffing Committee. 

 
4. Letter of Intent - Reporting 
  

The Board and the Unit agree to establish an ad hoc committee to review 
reporting practices. The parties agree to establish their terms of reference, 
including number of meetings, at the first meeting. The committee will meet by 
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January 18, 2013 with a view to completing the process by the end of the 
school year, June 2013. 

 
5. Letter of Intent - Coop  
 

The Board and the Unit agree to establish an ad hoc committee to review the 
nature and scope of Coop timetables. The parties agree to establish their terms 
of reference, including number of meetings, at the first meeting.  The 
committee will meet by January 18, 2013 with a view to completing the process 
by the end of the school year, June 2013. 

6. LETTER OF UNDERSTANDING - Area Chairs 
 

There shall be nine area chairpersons designated at Sacred Heart High School, 
Walkerton and seven area chairpersons at St. Mary’s High School, Owen Sound. 
Any changes to the above allocations will be discussed at the staffing committee 
meetings. 

  
 Sacred Heart High School 
  Science 
  Phys. Ed/Extra-Curricular 
  Religion/Chaplaincy/Social Sciences 
  Tech. Studies/Visual Arts/Foods & Nutrition 
  Business/Canada & World Studies 
  Guidance/Spec. Ed/Co-op 
  Communications/Drama/Music/Dance/French 
  Math 
  Computers 
 
 St. Mary’s High School 
  Guidance/Spec. Ed/Co-op 
  Communications/Arts 
  Math/Business/Computer 
  Phys. Ed/Extra-Curricular 
  Religion/Chaplaincy/Social Sciences 
  Science/Canada & World Studies 
  Tech. Studies/Food & Nutrition 
 
7. LETTER OF UNDERSTANDING 
 

For the term of the Collective Agreement, the Board agrees to consult with the 
President of the Unit on any new initiatives prior to implementation. 

 
8. LETTER OF UNDERSTANDING - Joint Professional Development Committee  
 
 Terms of Reference: 
 

1.0 The Joint PD Committee will monitor and address ways in which funds 
generated by the allocation in the Grants for Student Needs (as outlined in the 
PDT) will be used to enhance professional learning opportunities for teachers. 

 
  2.0 the Joint PD Committee will promote best practices in the implementation 

of professional learning which shall be embedded in the instructional day. 
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  3.0 The Joint PD Committee will advise the Board in a timely manner 

regarding the scheduling of appropriate professional activities for the 
subsequent school year. 

 
  4.0 The Joint PD Committee will oversee the professional activities for 

teachers during Professional Activity Days to ensure that they are consistent 
with the learning goals identified in the Teacher’s Annual Learning Plans. 

 
  5.0 The Joint PD Committee will promote best practices in sustaining 

successful Catholic Professional Learning Communities and in monitoring their 
implementation in the schools of the Board and system-wide. 

 
  6.0  The Joint PD Committee will provide advice and assistance to Board staff 

who are assigned responsibility for providing professional development to 
teachers and for planning such activities. 

 
  7.0 The Joint PD Committee will consult and advise on other issues related to 

teacher professional learning as agreed by the Board and the Association. 
    

9. LETTER OF UNDERSTANDING - Annual Learning Plan 
 

It is understood that a Teacher’s Annual Learning Plan (ALP) is teacher authored and 
directed.  The ALP is a living document where teachers document their practice, set goals 
and plan strategies for their own development on an ongoing basis.  Consultation and 
collaboration related to the ALP shall take place as defined by the Minister of Education. 

 
10. LETTER OF UNDERSTANDING - Student Success Programs 
 

Student success programs include any educational program directed by the Ministry of 
Education or the Board and include, but are not limited to, the following programs: 

 
 1. Dual-Credit programs 
 2. Specialist High Skills Major programs 
 3. Credit Recovery Programs 
 

The Board shall provide to the Joint Staffing Committee staffing and funding information 
related to all such student success programs. 

 
It is understood that the staffing of student success programs shall not increase the class 
size of other credit/credit equivalent courses in the regular school program. 

 
11. LETTER OF UNDERSTANDING - Joint Board Level Staffing Committee 
 

The Provincial Discussion Table (PDT) Agreement calls for the expansion of Secondary 
school programming in accordance with a new allocation in the Grants for Student Needs.  
The Board will hire the full complement of additional funded Secondary teachers that result 
from the new allocation; for the 2008-09 school year, the hiring of additional teachers shall 
occur at the second semester.  The Board Staffing Committee will be engaged in the 
development of a strategy to expand Secondary school programming which may include 
increases in course offerings and strategic class size reductions, and in the allocation of 
this additional staffing.  
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The Committee will consult and advise on other staffing and workload issues as agreed by 
the Board and the Association.  This includes but is not limited to: 

 
•  Consult and advise on the development of a school staffing model  
•  Review and analyze school supervision/on-call schedules and ensure equitable 

distribution of professional duties 
•  Review, analyze and monitor school staffing data and advise on the allocation(s) 

of teacher(s) 
•  Consult and advise on the on-going development of a school-based 

consultation process 
•  Review and discuss at least once a year the school board data on Letters of 

Permission 
•  Consult and advise on any other staffing or staffing related issues as agreed 

between the Board and the Association. 
 
 

12. LETTER OF UNDERSTANDING - Safe Schools 
 

a) It is understood that the Board will abide by mandated Ministry of Education initiatives 
on Safe Schools, in accordance with the guidelines provided by the Ministry of 
Education. 

 
 b) It is understood that the Bargaining Unit shall appoint representatives on any 

Board Committees mandated by the Ministry of Education as a result of Safe School 
Legislation. 

 
 c) The Board shall compile, by term a report summarizing any official suspension 

or expulsion data that fall within the parameters of the Safe School Act, and forward 
said report to the President of the Bargaining Unit. 

 
 d) The Principal shall disclose, in a timely manner, to appropriate staff any relevant 

information with regard to any student transferred into a school under the provisions 
of the Safe Schools Act. 

 
13. LETTER OF UNDERSTANDING - E - learning 
 

The parties agree to the following with respect to “Virtual Education” a model of curriculum 
delivery which uses electronic communication and is referred to as “E-learning.  

 
 a) Teachers delivering curriculum using an e-learning model shall be afforded all 

the same rights contained in the Collective Agreement as all other teachers. 
 
 b) The workload for E-learning program will be included in the teacher’s “teaching 

assignment” as defined by Article 18 of the Collective Agreement. 
 
 c) The e-learning program shall be scheduled during the regular school day and 

the regular school year. 
 
 d) The teacher shall not be required to simultaneously teach the E-learning course 

or program and actual students as part of the same class. 
 
 e) During the time(s) the teacher is assigned an electronically delivered course, the 

teacher shall use the school’s equipment in an assigned location in the school. 
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 f) E-learning courses shall be subject to the class size calculations as per the 

appropriate parts of the Education Act and Regulations subject to the staffing 
guidelines. 

 
 g) A teacher teaching electronically delivered courses shall correspond with 

students only through the Board server and shall not be required to correspond with 
students outside of the regular school day. 

 
 h) By the end of September and March 1st of each school year, the Board agrees 

to provide the Bargaining Unit with information pertaining to enrolment, staffing, all 
funding and costs of credit courses offered by electronically delivered curriculum. 

 
 i) The Board will provide each teacher new to the E-learning program, with 

training, as required, during the regular school day. 
 
 
 

14. LETTER OF UNDERSTANDING - Secondary Dual Credit Courses 
 

A Secondary school’s average daily enrolment in “dual credit” courses shall be included in 
the calculation of the number of Secondary teaching positions required in the Board 
pursuant to this Collective Agreement and/or any class size regulations.  
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Schedule A 
 
 

Bruce-Grey Secondary OECTA Collective Agreement 2012- 2014 
 

Bruce-Grey Catholic District School Board 
 

OECTA Secondary Unit 
 

Salary Schedule Effective: September 1, 2012 
 

 

Years of 
Experience 

Pre-Degree A1 A2 A3 A4 

0 38441 42358 44243 48431 51855 

1 40946 45083 47175 51770 55418 

2 43452 47807 50110 55110 58982 

3 45958 50532 53042 58451 62546 

4 48463 53257 55975 61791 66108 

5 50967 55982 58908 65132 69672 

6 53472 58707 61841 68472 73236 

7 55978 61431 64775 71814 76799 
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8 58484 64156 67708 75153 80362 

9 60989 66881 70640 78494 83925 

10 63493 69605 73574 81835 87489 

11 65999 72331 76505 85175 91053 

12 68505 75056 79439 88515 94617 

Experience      

Allowance 2506 2725 2933 3340 3564 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Appendix A 
 
 
Bruce-Grey Secondary OECTA Collective Agreement 2012 -2014 

 
PAY DATES 

 
 
 

2012-2013 School Year     

September 7. 21 January 11, 25 May 3, 17, 
31 

October 5, 19 February 8, 22 June 14, 28 

November 2, 16, 
30 

March 8, 22 July 12, 26 

December 14, 28 April 5, 19 August 9, 23 

2013-2014 School Year 

September 6, 20 January 10, 24 May 2, 16, 
30 

October 4, 18 February 7, 21 June 13, 27 
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November 1, 15, 
29 

March 7, 21 July 11, 25 

December 13, 27 April 4, 18 August 8, 22 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In witness thereof, the Board has signed this Agreement this _________ day of March, 
2013. 

 
 
 

Bruce-Grey Catholic District School Board 
 
 
  

Chair 
 
  

Secretary 
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In witness thereof, OECTA has signed this Agreement this _______day of March, 2013. 

 
 

The Ontario English Catholic Teachers’ Association 
 
  
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
 
 



Ministry of Education 

Mrt16tef 

Mowa18IOCI 
aueen·s Part 
Toronto ON 1.17A 1L2 
Teepnotle416 325-2600 
Fac&lmle 416325-2.608 

January 3, 2013 

Norman BethWle 
Chair 

Ministere de l'~ducation 

.... , ... 
eornce Mowai 
OUeen'5 Part 
Toronto ON M7A 1l2 
Tettpnone 416 325-MOO 
Teff«<pleur 4 t6 325-2608 

Bruce Grey Catholic District School Board 
bruce greyr@.bgcdsb.org 

Bruce MacPhmon, 
Director of Education 
Bruce Grey Catholic District School Board 
bruce grey@bgcdsb.org 

Kevin O'Dwyer 
President 
Onlario English Catholic Teachers Association (OECTA) 
k .ndwyer:liloecta. on. ca 

Marshall Jarvis 
General Secretary 
Onlario English Catholic Teachers' Association (OECTA) 
m.iarvisl@oecta.on.ca 

Dear Norman, Bruce, Ke\oin and Marshall, 

Ontario 

Thank you for providing me \\~th your ratified collective agreement covering secondary teachers 
at the Bruce Grey Catholic District School Board. 

Upon review. I am pleased to advise you that your agreement will come into operation as of 
September I, 2012. Please note the clatificatiorus on the operation of the agreement as descrihed 
in the Appendix. 

Congratulations to both the school board and OECT A for the leadmhip you have shown in 
negotiating this local collective agreement By working together and finding solutions, you are 
doing your part to protect the gains we have made in education while still meeting our shared 
fiscal realities. 
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 

Between 

THE MINISTRY OF EDUCATION 

And 

ONTARIO ENGLISH CATHOLIC TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION (OECTA) 

July 5th, 2012 



A. 

the scope of Memorandum is 
two 3 

B. 

2. in 2013-14 

C. Retirement Gratuities 

1. August 2012, employees currently eligible for a retirement gratuity shall have 
accumulated sick days vested, up to the maximum eligible under the retirement gratuity plan. 

2. Upon retirement, an employee eligible for a retirement gratuity shall receive a gratuity payout 
based on the employee's current accumulated vested sick days, in accordance with #1 above, and 
years of service and salary as of August 31, 2012. 

3. Effective September 1, 2012, all accumulated non-vested sick days shall be eliminated. 

D. Sick leave/Short Term leave and Disability Plan/long Term Disability Plan 

The provisions relating to the Sick Leave/Short Term Leave and Disability Plan, outlined below, meet the 
requirements of the Employment Insurance Regulations for a premium reduction under s.69 of the 
El Act If there is any as to whether the Plan meets these requirements, the parties will 

so as to ensure compliance with these 

Sick leave Days 

1. 



Short Term Sick leave 

1. Each school year, 
in clause 1 

term sick 
with 

to Teacher Pension Plan or 

1. Teachers' Pension Act the Minister of Education will an 
"'"''"'"''m,,n; from the Ontario Federation to amend the Ontario Pension Plan 
to allow for the Short-Term Sickness 

Contributions will be 
leave day under the 

member; 

member on the unpaid portion of each 
unless directed in writing by the employee/plan 

ii. The government/employer will be obligated to match these contributions; 

iii. if the plan member/employee exceeds the maximum allowable sick-days and does not 
qualify for Long Term Disability (LTD)/Long Term Income Protection (LTI), pension 
contributions will cease and the employee is not eligible to earn pensionable service until 
the LTD/LTIP claim is re-assessed and approved or if the employee returns back to work. 

iv. 

a. If the LTD/LTIP claim is re-assessed and approved, then the member will be entitled to 
earn service by making contributions subject to existing plan provisions for a period of 
time that does not exceed the difference between the last day of work and the day 
when LTIP benefits begin and the government/employer will be obligated to match 
these contributions. 

b. If not approved for such shall be subject to 

will be in 
and the co-sponsors of the OTPP 

and 



See attached for common method deduction Income to used boards. 

Short Term leave and Disability Plan (STlDP) 

1. 

In event a school board to 
the Ontario Teachers' Insurance Plan (OTIP) 
the ten (10) sick days paid at 100% of 

process. 
to the 

process 
due to illness beyond 

salary. shall as per the 2008-12 
implementation of the STLDP will not 

made prior to the 
subsequently adjudicated under the STLDP. 

2. Subject to the third party adjudication process, an absence is eligible for the following conditions: 
STLDP under either of 

a. All, or any part of, an of five (5) or more consecutive work days, occurs beyond the ten (10) sick leave days paid at 100% of salary. 

b. An absence of any duration beyond ten (10) sick leave days paid at 100% of salary due to an ongoing or intermittent condition such as, but not limited to, illnesses or medical conditions, or any form of chronic condition. 

3. School and the Association of the STLDP and with the third and administration the STLDP. 

4. 



8. 

Workplace Safety and Insurance Board (WSIB) 

be maintained in accordance the 2008-2012 
where current WSIB up is from leave the board 

without deduction from sick 

Maternity Leave 

Notwithstanding the above, a teacher receive 100% of salary for not less than a six (6) week 
following birth of child, to in the 2008-12 local collective 
without deduction from sick leave. Teachers who require a longer than six week recuperation period 
shall have access to the short term disability plan through normal adjudication process. 

Occasional Teachers in Long Term Assignments 

1. The definition of Long Term Occasional Teacher shall be as per the occasional teacher 
collective agreement. 

2. for the Sick Leave and STLDP 
For cannot extend beyond 

3. The Teacher in a Term in Leave 



4. leave 
deduction from reasons other 
deduction from sick leave to a maximum of 

::u:rr'PPimPntc that 
occasional teacher collective agreements that more 

These not be used for the purpose 

Long Term Disability (LTD) Plans 

1. Association shall be the policyholder of the 
except as determined by number 7 
carrier. School boards provide all data, 
the Association's carrier. 

2. All in Long Term 
terms of the respective plan. 

3. 

one to 

that utilizes 
or 

per school year. Local occasional teacher 
Local 

limited to 
be accumulated 

January 1, 2013, 
notice provisions with the current 

term disability plans, as requested by 

Plan as a condition of their employment 

groups into a 
by the Association. 

4. The in 2 Term Plan in 



8. of 

9. Association and 
conditions of the 

in intervention programs 
in such programs. 

12. Effective 
on 

1, the 
teachers. 

in return to work programs initiated 

13. The school boards shall provide a list of 
December 31, 2012. 

on claim as of September 1, 2012 and on 

14. By September 1, 2012 the school boards, where the school board pays 100% of the 
premiums (Dufferin-Peel CDSB and Huron-Superior CDSB), and their agents shall provide to the 
Association and its agent(s) detailed disclosure regarding existing long term disability benefit plans 
for the Association members in all school boards. The appended letter "Permission to Release 
Experience Information", forms a part of this agreement, and outlines the obligations of the school 
boards and/or their agents to disclose the specified information and is subject to the Alternate 
Dispute Resolution in the case of any dispute concerning terms or implementation. 

15. Effective July 4, 2012 school boards will not draw down on reserves, surpluses and/or deposits out 
of the teachers' share of the LTD plan without the express written consent of the Association. Such 
consent shall not be unreasonably withheld. This clause does not apply where the school board 
pays 100% the LTD premiums (Dufferin-Peel CDSB and Huron-Superior CDSB). 

E. Benefits 

1. 



5. 

accordance with E1 

committee review will be to 
for the 
their 

coverage 
2012-2014 collective 

based contract 
ODA 

F. Benefits after Retirement 

1. Effective September 1, 2013, any new retiree (or his/her family) in the education sector who has 
access to post-retirement benefits (health, dental, etc.) and pays premiums for such benefits 
shall be included in an experience pool segregated from all active employees, such that the pool is 
self-funded. 

2. Effective September 1, 2013, no new retirees (or his/her family) in the education sector shall be 
eligible for employer contributions to any post-retirement benefits (health, dental, life, etc.). 

3. Existing retirees (or his/her family} and any employee before September 1, 2013 in the 
education sector who has access to post-retirement benefits (health, dental, will continue 
to be included in the pool in which are included and pay the appropriate 
premiums for that pool. contributions where they exist will 
continue for this group. 

G. Unpaid leave Days 



a) Minister of Education will seek 
to amend the Ontario 

the Professionai 

b) The to ensure it 

c) to this will be in 
co-sponsors of the OTPP (OTF and the Minister of 

d) plan amendments would have to any that to 
pension plans such as the Pension Benefits Act, and the Income Tax Act. 

e) The plan amendments, if approved, will come into on September 1, 2012. 

H. Professional learning Funding in GSN - Elementary panel only 

The Parties note the Government's intention, conditional upon the approval by the Lieutenant
Governor-in-Council, to amend the allocation in the GSN for enhancing professional learning 
opportunities for teachers. The per pupil funding benchmark for professional learning under the 
Pupil Foundation Grant will be suspended for the 2012-2013 and 2013-2014 school years. 

If this funding is not reinstated, the savings will be credited towards any fiscal targets beyond the 
term of this MOU. 

The provisions of collective agreements related to the allocation of the suspended funding for 
professional learning opportunities for teachers will not be operational. 

I. Secondary programming 

Government's conditional by the Lieutenant-
to amend the allocation in the GSN 

in the 2008 PDT 



The increments come into on 

necessary to enable teacher 
for the duration of 

the Foundation Grant and the 
Allocation. 

shall meet to review school board 
term of 2012 to 2014 PDT 
move on the and 

variation in monetary value of each 

K. Professional Judgment and Effective use of Diagnostic Assessment 

each school 

for 
and 

Should an existing local collective agreement provision provide a benefit to a teacher than the 
benefit provided by this provision of the MOU, the existing provision shall prevaiL 

"Teachers' professional judgments are at the heart of effective assessment, evaluation, and reporting of 
student achievement." Growing Success, Assessment, Evaluation, and Reporting in Ontario Schools, First Edition, 2010. 

A teacher's professional judgment is the cornerstone of assessment and evaluation. Diagnostic 
assessment is used to identify a student's needs and abilities and the student's readiness to acquire the 
knowledge and skills outlined in the curriculum expectations. Information from diagnostic assessments 
helps teachers determine where individual students are in their acquisition of knowledge and skills so 
that instruction is personalized and tailored to the appropriate next steps for learning. The ability to 
choose the appropriate assessment tool(s), as well as the frequency and timing of their administration 
allows the teacher to gather data that is relevant, sufficient and valid in order to make judgments on 
student learning during learning cycle. 

The following shall incorporated into every 

Memorandum with to 
assessments. 



II. 

IlL 

and 

critical that the 

as an Occasional Teacher shall commence on the most recent date hire to 
Teacher and shall continue 

Unit 
of seniority, the names of the Occasional 
Occasional Unit 

List shall in order 
the most recent date of hire to the 

dateLand 

(b) For the purpose of establishing the order of the Occasional Bargaining Unit 
Seniority List, where seniority is equal among two (2) or more Occasional Teachers, the 
tie shall be broken according to the following criteria and in the following order, based 
on the greater experience: 

(i) Experience accrued as a member of the Occasional Teacher Bargaining Unit, 
defined as the total number of days worked since the most recent date of hire to 
the Bargaining Unit (seniority date); 

(ii) Teaching experience as a certified teacher in Ontario; 
(iii) Or failing that, by lot conducted in the presence of the President of the Occasional 

Teacher bargaining unit or designate. 

(c) The Board shall provide the Occasional Teachers' Seniority as at September 1st of 
each school year, to the Bargaining Unit and shall distribute a copy of the list to each 
teacher worksite by Sept 30tr of each school year. The Board shall post the list on the 
OECTA bulletin board at each work site. 

be 



IV. 

on roster, who make 
recommendations shall be made to 

to successful on the roster in 

The Board in which the is needed will 
according to one of five roster Occasional who and most 

the order: 

ii) the best possible program and 
and of students, the Occasional Teacher on the 
Teacher Placement Roster who holds the qualifications for the position, as 
per the Education Act and Regulations (as recorded on the Ontario College of 
Teachers Certificate of QualificationL who has the greatest seniority. 

(c) If the Occasional Teacher declines the assignment, the school board shall select from 
the remaining four teachers on the roster, the qualified Occasional Teacher as per (b) ii) 
above. 

(d) In the event that no qualified Occasional Teacher on the Long-Term Occasional Teacher 
Placement Roster accepts the assignment or there is no qualified Occasional Teacher on 
the roster for the assignment, the Board shall post and fill the Long Term assignment 
from the Occasional Teacher Bargaining Unit List. 

(e) Hire a new teacher who is not on the Occasional Teacher Bargaining Unit List. 

Subject to denominational rights enjoyed by a Separate School Board, and subject to the 
provisions hereafter, and subject to Regulation 298, members of the Occasional Teacher 
Bargaining Unit who are on the Placement Roster will be hired 
into manner: 



an interview 

Permanent 

enhance 

Occasional Teachers in their 
school The to this ""'·oomo 

occasional teacher evaluation process no later than 

M. Dispute Resolution/Enforcement Mechanism 

For the term of collective within the scope of this MOU, a dispute pertaining solely to any of 

terms or conditions specifically upon at the 2012 MOU that are incorporated into a local 

collective agreement, with the exception of matters through local bargaining, shall be subject 

to the following procedures: 

Neither an OECTA local bargaining unit nor a Catholic District School Board shall have the jurisdiction to 

initiate or identify a dispute pertaining to the terms or conditions of this MOU. A dispute shall be 

identified exclusively by OCSTA or OECTA (provincial) and be limited to terms and conditions of this 

MOU. 

Prior to utilizing the procedure below, any dispute pertaining to this MOU as described above, shall be 

subject to an attempt at resolution in the following manner: a) Both OCSTA and OECTA shall name a 

representative to attempt a mutual resolution of the dispute by attending at the local board where such 

dispute occurred and attempt to resolve the issue. Any resolution shall be reduced to Minutes 

Settlement that shall be subject to 8 and 9 below. This attempt at resolution be completed within 

ten (10) working days of the dispute being brought to OCSTA's or attention. If the matter is not 

resolved within the ten (10) the matter shall be deemed to be at 

In the event of the shall forthwith: 

1. 



The list of 
either 

The 

When an issue 
the 

arises the arbitrators 

as above is 

the order appear on 

the next arbitrator in sequence on 

A to the arbitrator on list next in line after the 

The sequence above 

3. Within twenty (20) days of 
arbitrators 

the arbitrator render a decision. * note at end re 

4 The arbitrator shall have all of the powers provided to arbitrators under the Ontario Labour Relations Act and the applicable local collective agreement. 

5. It is understood that a hearing may take place after 
line stipulated. 

business hours in order to meet the time 

6. Any party or person present at the discussions leading to this MOU may be called on to give evidence and is compellable, except Counsel. 

7 The arbitrator shall provide a final and binding of MOU and provide a final and binding remedy in of any violation or contravention of this MOU. 

8. Within five (5) days of the decision rendered it shall be to all local units and boards, unless the agree otherwise. 

9. decision or any settlement 
the terms and conditions ::~m·oor• into a local collective 

the 



N. Opportunity to Bargain Locally and Avoid Disruptions to Student Learning 

Effective September 1, 

any OECTA local 

apply and supercede any related provision 

of section K this MOU. 

1. A of local bargaining shall occur following the of this MOU and shall cease by 

31, 2012. 

to local other than those specifically required by this MOU must mutually 

to by Association and the local school board. Any local bargaining will not amend sections of 

the collective amended by this MOU. 

3. All clauses of the collective agreement that are not amended by this MOU or by the process identified 

above shall remain status quo. 

4. The parties agree that for the purpose of the 2012 -2014 collective agreements all letters of intent or 

understanding, minutes of settlement, or any other memoranda, contained or pertaining to the 2008-

2012 collective agreements, dealing with any term or condition of a collective agreement, or any other 

term or condition negotiated between the parties, shall continue in force and effect until renegotiated 

by the parties. 

5. There shall be no strikes, lockouts, or applications for conciliation during the period of local bargaining. 

0. Access to Information 

1. The Government and School Boards will continue to respond to requests for information and current 

data, pertinent to the education sector, in a timely manner. 

2. By August 15th of each school year, every school board shall collect and provide to the Ministry of 

Education, OECTA, and OCST A electronic data regarding sick leave usage for all teachers during the 

school year. This shall be provided indicating individual teacher use and consolidated data for all 

teachers in the school board. 

P. Transferability of Other Agreements 

The Government acknowledges that the school system will not be 



Q. 

Ontario's 

R. 

vacancy 

The return of any VP to the 
qualified. 

chooses to return to the 
to do so without loss of 

shall a 

upon there 

unit. 

teacher. 

a vacancy for which the VP is 

No member of the bargaining unit shall adversely affected due to the return of a VP to the bargaining unit. 

Appendices: 

1. STLDP Adjudication Process 
2. Payment of Reduced Income Days 
3. Letter re: Permission to Release Experience Information 



For OECTA For the Ministry of Education 

Minister Education 
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The Manufacturers Life Insurance Company 

ACCRONYMS, ABBREVIATIONS AND DEFINITIONS 
 
Board: The xxx Catholic District School Board is referred to as Board and 

is the employer. 
 
Employee: Individuals eligible to access the Absence Management Services 

(Advice to Pay) are referred to as Employee. 
 
Union:   
 
APS:  Attending Physician’s Statement 
 
RTW:  Return to work 
 
AMS:   Absence Management Services 
 
LTD:  Long Term Disability 
 
 

AMS ROLES WITHIN MANULIFE 
 
 
Intake Representative: Frontline contact that completes intake and inquiries from 

central phone line as well the person responsible for setting 
up new files and notifying Boardof a new case set up. 

 
Case Manager: Health Care professional responsible for the management of 

the Employee’s absence until resolution is achieved; serves 
as the primary resource for the Board, Employee, Health 
Care practitioner, Union and any other individual involved in 
the case. 
 
Assesses and makes recommendation regarding disability 
taking into account contractual, medical, and functional 
information. Develops a case management plan and 
communicates will all parties on all claims issues. Develops 
and completes telephonic return to work plans between the 
Board, Employee, Union (when requested), and physician. 

 
Specialist: Contact person for escalations, appeals, as well as assisting 

Case Managers with complex case management.   
 
Supervisor: Team leader that is responsible for the management of the 

client relationship as well as the team offering support to the 
client. 

 
Program Management: Team of individuals that are responsible for reporting, trend 

analysis, and subsequent program recommendations 
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Return to Work Specialist: When case manager identifies need foron-site meeting 

between Board and Employee, the return to work specialist 
conducts meeting to clarify limitations and expectations for a 
timely and successful return to work. 

 
Functional Rehab Specialist: Develops, monitors and implements innovative functionally 

orientated rehabilitation plans for Employee. It may involve 
meeting with Board, Employee, Union,physicians or other 
health care professionals to implement on-site return to work 
plan. 

 
Vocational Rehab Specialist: Develops vocational rehabilitation plan with a return to work 

toan alternate occupation goal for Employee not able to 
return to work to their own occupation. 

 

Intake and File Initiation 

When to have a case referred: 
• At Day 5 or more, if Employee is expecting that health related absence due to injury or 

illness will be extending beyond 5 working days (and the Employee has used 10 sick 
leave days for the school calendar year) 

• The Employee may be directed by the Board or Union to contact the Manulife AMS 
intake number directly when they are absent from work.   

• When an Employee is requesting to access the AMS program as a result of a health 
related absence, the employee will be provided with a toll-free number to speak with 
anManulife AMSCustomer Care Representative. A representative is available during 
regular business hours (8 a.m. to 6 pm).   

• Intake includes: 
The Manulife AMS Customer Care Representative receiving the call will validate, collect 
and record the following information from the employee: 

• Employee Name  
• Date of Birth 
• Social Insurance Number   
• School Board 
• Union 
• First day off work 
• How long has current absence been so far? 
• Expected return-to-work date 
• Other absences prior to the current absence? 
• Reason for current absence and current symptoms 
• Do they expect to be meeting with their physician/medical professional? 
• Employee’s telephone contact number and email address (if available) 
• Board contact information (may not require this step if we have contact listings by 

board) 
• Union contact information 

• The Manulife AMS Customer Care Representative also provides a brief explanation of 
program and next steps that include a case manager contacting the Employee as part of 
assessment phase 
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Phase 1 –  Advice to Pay Intake and Notification Initiation Process 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Employee Notification 
Employee initiates referral and 

contacts Manulife’s Advice to Pay 
1-800 direct line 

 

Intake & Notification 
 

At Day 5 or more, if Employee 
absence is expected to exceed  

5 working days 

Board Notification 
Customer Care Representative 
advises Board via email that: 
• Case initiated by Employee 
• Date that recommendation 

from case manager will be 
provided to Board 

• Request Board to confirm 
eligibility for Advice to Pay 
Service 

 
 

EmployeeIntake by Customer 
Care Representative 

• Introduction to program  
• Critical intake information 

gathered 
• Set up case on Manulife 

system 
• Referral to case manager 

Within 1 
business 

day 
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Initial Interview, Claim Assessment and Recommendation 

Initial Interview and Claim Assessment 
 
The assessment phase is completed by case managers who are healthcare professionals (ie 
nursing, physiotherapists, occupational health, psychiatric nursing, kinesiologists, chiropractor). Other 
resources accessed during this phase and early intervention include medical consultants that support 
the Advice to Pay program related to medical specialties such as Occupational Health, Psychiatry, 
Cardiac, Internal Medicine. 

The assessment of an Advice to Pay claim includes: 
 

1. A review of intake information. 
 
2. Obtaining Employee’s consent to proceed with assessment discussion. 

 
3. A telephone interview with the Employee within 3 business days of intake. 

 
4. A telephone interview with the Board to clarify details of the essential duties of the 

Employee’s occupation and any other workplace information pertinent to the absence 
within 3 business days of intake. 
 

5. Obtaining additional medical such as Attending Physician’s Statement or medical report 
depending on nature of health condition. 
 

6. Completion of assessment based on Best Practice Adjudication Integrity and evidence 
based medical guidelines. A more detailed explanation of this includes: 

 

Our Case Management program applies five ‘best practice’ standards that act as guiding 
principles in managing short term absences and applying the philosophy of managing the 
health recovery for the whole person.  The standards used for each case include: 

• Evidence-based – Using documented disability medical guidelines evidence (eg. Presley 
Reed MDA guidelines) evidence to confirm the presence of an impairment and to confirm 
the application of appropriate treatment for a given diagnosis. 

• Functionality – Looking at what the employee is capable of doing and comparing that 
level of function to the physical or cognitive demands of the job. This analysis allows the 
Case Manager to plan the return to work and make accommodation recommendations 
within the employee’s level of function. 

• Multi-disciplinary – Engaging all key parties at the appropriate time.  This includes 
contacting the employee, board, treating physician and/or health care practitioners to 
align the employee’s safe level of function with job demands or planned 
accommodations. 

• Timeliness – This standard ensures consistent delivery of timely best practices applicable 
to service level commitments and appropriate follow up action aligning to case 
management intervention with the goal of ensuring a safe and timely return to work. 
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• Rights-Based – Ensures that employee privacy and confidentiality are maintained and 
that decisions are compliant with laws governing human rights, employment standards, 
labour relations and collective agreements. 

 

Advice to PayRecommendation 
 
A recommendation will be provided within 3 working days from the date Manulife receives 
referral from Employee. 
 
The recommendation is given verbally to the Employee as well as to the Board.  A memo with 
our recommendation is sent to the Boardand Union by email. The Board will advise the 
Employee of salary payment. 
 
The Manulife Case Manager will make recommendations to the Employee in regards to 
expected duration of absence, when the next medical update is required, discussion regarding 
necessary tools to address barriers, Return to Work planning and required accommodations if 
applicable.  The case manager will also indicate when the next telephonic touchpoint will take 
place. Furthermore, the status of the file will be shared with the Employee. 
 
Communication with the Board is in line with the above but will omit discussion of the medical 
condition and/or treatment. 
 
If an absence is non-supported, more detailed information will be given to the Employee as to 
options available to him/her.  If the Employee claims the medical condition is the barrier to a 
Return to Work, the appeal option will be offered (see section below). 
 
 

Phase 2 – AMSAssessment&Recommendation 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Non-Supported Absences  
 
If the Case Manager determines that the absence is not medically supported but the Employee 
does not plan to return to work because of non-medical reasons, the Case Manager will inform 
the Board and Employee verbally. In addition to this, the Employee will receive written 
confirmation outlining rationale for recommendation as well as the appeal process in writing. 
The Board and Union will receive the same information excluding any medical details. Please 
refer to the Appeal Process outlined later in this document (Page 10). 
  

Assessment Completed by Case Manager 
 
 Review of intake information 
 Telephone Interview with Employee 
 Telephone interview with Board 
 Identify current functional abilities 
 Identify functional requirements of job 
 Identify medical and/or non-medical issues 
 Determine fitness for safe and timely 

return to work 

Recommendation by Case Manager to Employee, 
Board and Union* 

 
 Outlines whether absence supported or not 

supported 
 Anticipated Duration of Absence 
 Expected Return to Work Date 
 Date of Next update 

* Memo sent to Board and Union by Email 
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Case Management 
 
. 
Case Management is initiated once a recommendation has been made. The level of case 
management intervention is based on the complexity of the health related absence. This is 
based on the philosophy of providing the right skill and intervention at the appropriate time. The 
various types of intervention begin with an assessment of the complexity of the absence. It is 
also based on the treatment or lack of treatment that an employee is receiving. These are 
referred to as Early Intervention Cases, Non-Complex Cases and Complex Case Management. 
The criteria for these three categories are noted below. 
 
Early Intervention  
• If OTIP is LTD provider, referral to OTIP’s Early Intervention Rehabilitation Consultant for 

contact and assessment 
 
 
Non-Complex Case Management  
• Recovery is within the expected health recovery period as determined by Best Practice 

medical guidelines 
• One diagnosis  
 
Complex Case Management  
• Multiple Diagnosis 
• Mental Health Diagnosis 
• Injuries resulting from a Motor Vehicle Accident (MVA) 
• Workplace Illness / Injuries 
• Absence exceeds the expected health recovery period optimum by 2 weeks or greater 
• Absence that reaches 6 weeks without plan for full-time return to work by the 8th Week 
• Extension request beyond 7 days beyond planned return-to-work date 
• Employee does not have access to appropriate or timely medical care 

(Treatment/Surgery/Specialist) 
• Recurrence of disability  
 
Critical Elements of early intervention and case management that align with Best Practices 
Disability Management and Evidence Based Medical guidelines are: 
 
a. Early Intervention – Treatment Facilitation  
b. Focus on functional ability – Return to Work planning, Rehabilitation and Work Facilitation 
c. Facilitated communication among all key parties 
d. Needs of all involved parties are addressed 
e. Development of realistic and goal oriented return to work plans 

Treatment Facilitation: 
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OTIP/Manulife are responsible for the core services of treatment facilitation services in case 
management on all cases. When specialized tasks outside of these core services are required 
to move a case toward resolution, the case managers may access an external certified vendor. 
 
At any time during an absence the case manager may also utilize additional resources such as: 

• Medical consultant review 
• Independent medical examination 
• Peer to peer correspondence with the treatment provider 
• Functional Evaluation Capacities 
• Cognitive behaviouraltherapy 
• Cancer navigation (Wellspring, CAREpath) 
• Industrial psychologists 
• Vocational retraining 
• Work hardening 
• Transferable skills analysis 

 

Return to Work Planning 
This intervention level is completed telephonically by the Case Manager. In the majority of 
cases, all of the assessment, recommendations, treatment interventions and return to work 
planning is completed by the case manager. In some cases (approximately 10%) there is a 
need for on-site support rehabilitation or work facilitation during the short term absence period. 
This is described in more detail below. 

 
 

Return to Work Facilitation 
 
When identified as a need for on-site support by the case manager and agreed to by the Board 
and Employee, the Return to Work (RTW) Specialist manages on-sitereturn-to-work activity. 
The RTW specialist acts as a coordinator so all interested and affected parties (Employee, 
Board and Union; physician as necessary) are appropriately involved and informed about the 
goal-directed, time-specific return to work plan, work accommodation requirements, plan 
progress, and expected outcomes. 

 
Functional Rehabilitation 
 
The Functional Rehabilitation Specialist engages in longer-term intervention requiring a series 
of meetings with the Employee, Board, and relevant health care providers to identify and then 
resolve functional impairments in order to enable the member’s return to work.  The Functional 
Rehabilitation Specialist may incorporate: 
 
• Assessment of medical information to determine cognitive or physical function. 
• Determination of return to work barriers. 
• Evaluation of worksite ergonomics (workstation set-up, production sequencing). 
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• Facilitation of treatment, identifying treatment options and facilitation referrals to health care 
providers when appropriate to confirm medical impairment, to promote recovery of health or 
to improve function. 

 

Vocational Rehabilitation 
 
This type of rehabilitation supports a disabled member who is unable to return to a pre-disability 
job or another job with the original Board.  The Vocational Rehabilitation Specialist works with 
the disabled Employee to identify potential job opportunities appropriate to the employee’s 
functional capacity, education, training and experience; has access to a network of specialized 
vocational evaluation resources to test the employee’s aptitudes, personality etc. and provides 
services such as resume preparation, job search straining and volunteer program placement to 
prepare the employee for labour market re-entry. 
 
 
 

Appeal Process 
 
When a claim is not supported or no longer supported for medical reasons, the right of appeal is 
offered to the Employee. The process includes: 
 
Employee Communication: The employeeis contacted verbally by the Case Manager and also 
receives a letter from the Case Manager advising of this right.  The letter will include an 
explanation of the rationale behind the decision and will outline any additional information that 
should be submitted should the employee wish to appeal. It also outlines the timelines to have 
the appeal information sent back to the Case Manager (normally 10 business days) unless there 
are extenuating circumstances that the employee has discussed with the case manager.  
 
Board and Union Communication:The Board and Union are contacted verbally by the Case 
Manager. Both the Board and the Union receive a copy of the letter sent to the Employee 
(excluding the medical details). The letter includes an explanation of the rationale behind the 
non-support recommendation, outlines any additional information that should be submitted if 
there is an appeal as well as timelines that the Employee has to submit the appeal. 
 
Upon receipt of the appeal from the Employee, OTIP and Manulife have a unique appeal 
process. This includes a first and second appeal (when required).  
 
The purpose of an appeal is to provide an objective review of the information on file and the 
original claim recommendation. For the first appeal, the Manulife Operations Specialist, who is 
independent of the claims assessment process and the Board, reviews the claim file and 
recommendation. The Specialist reviews all new medical information provided on appeal and if 
required, may need to fully investigate the claim by writing to the Employee's doctors or setting 
up an independent medical assessment.    
 
Upon completion of receiving all information, the Specialist will communicate results of the 
appeal to the Board and the Employee both verbally and in writing within 5 business days of 
receiving all information required for appeal. The Union is copied in on written communication 
as well. If the decision is to maintain the non-support recommendation, the Employee, the 
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Boardand Union are notified of the timeline for the next appeal as well as the rationale for the 
decision and any outstanding information. 
 
Should a second appeal be requested, the appeal is sent to an appeal committee who makes 
the final appeal recommendation/decision.  The appeal committee is represented by a blend of 
the Manulife Operations Supervisor, medical consultant and OTIP Appeal Specialist that are 
independent of the Board and claims assessment process and would be responsible for 
rendering the decision. 
 

 
Phase 3 – Early Intervention and Ongoing Case Management Process 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

Absence Not 
Supported 

Absence Supported 

Return to Work 

Early Intervention or 
Case Management 

Preparing for transition 
to LTD 

8 weeks before LTD, 
Case Manager  will 
discuss next steps 

with appropriate 
provider’s LTD CM to 

prepare LTD 
application 

Advise to Pay  
Case Closed 

Seamless transition 
to LTD 

Appeal 

Return to work Absence No 
Longer Supported 

Return to Work 
Facilitation Meeting 

Return to Work 
Facilitation Meeting 

(If needed) 
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Advise to Pay Transition to Long Term Disability  
 
 
When the continuum of care warrants a full transition to LTD we have a strict protocol for 
review, at no later than mid-way in the benefit period, of all short-term cases with the Board’s 
LTD provider’s Case Manager to ensure that the claim as well as the Employee is prepared in 
the event that the absence extends into LTD.  Specific attention to ongoing communication with 
the employee also supports an elimination of late filed LTD claims. We realize that an Employee 
is concerned about return to health and assurance of income replacement while disabled.  As 
such, we ensure that, for claims that qualify, our claims administration processes support an 
easy transition to LTD, and for those claims that will not qualify for LTD, we provide early 
notification to the Employee and the Board, while continuing to manage the case to resolution.  
Having this smooth transition and hand off from Advice to Pay to the Board’s LTD provider’s 
case manager will eliminate the filing of a late LTD claim and the delay in LTD notification. 
 
 
 
Transition to Long Term Disability 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Confidentiality 
Manulife Financial’s Privacy Policy, which includes information on how and why Manulife 
collects, uses, maintains and discloses personal information is available on Manulife Financial’s 
website: www.manulife.ca. 

Advice to Pay Case Manager provides the LTD 
Case Manager with a copy of Advice to Pay file 
(with appropriate consents in place) 

Advice to Pay Case Manager will review file with 
LTD Case Manager and develop an action plan 
going forward 
 

LTD Case Manager advises Board that 
LTD application is being sent out to the 
Employee 
 

LTD Case Manager advises Employee that 
LTD application is being sent to them 
 

 

Week 13 

Week 14 

Week 18 

Week 22 

Week 26 

LTD Case Manager follows up with Employee 
regarding completion of LTD application 

 

Advice to Pay File will close and seamless 
transition to LTD 

http://www.manulife.ca/


Appendix 2 
July 5th, 2012

Payment of Reduced Income Days 

When a teacher is absent for more than ten days in a school year all 

reductions in pay shall be calculated as follows. 

A) Days paid at 90% 

A day paid at 90% salary for a day shall be calculated as a deduction 

from salary based on 

Grid salary x 1/194 x 10% =deduction for one day. 

Any deduction is to be made in full from the next pay period. 

e.g. TECT A4 max is $94682.00 x1/194x10%=$48.80 

Teacher is absent for six days beyond the ten 100% paid days, the 

subsequent pay would be reduced by $292.80. 

B) Days paid at 66 2/3% 

A day paid at 66 2/3% salary for a day shall be calculated as a deduction 

from salary based on 

Grid salary x 1/194 x 33 1/3%= deduction for one day. 

Any deduction is to be made in full from the next pay period 

e.g. TECT A4 max is $94682.00 x1/194 x 33 1/3%=$162.68 

Teacher is absent for four days beyond the ten 100% paid days, the 

subsequent pay would be reduced by $650.72. 



Appendix 3 
July 5th, 2012

DRAFT FOR LONG TE&\1 DISABILITY REVIEW 

PERMISSION TO RELEASE EXPERIENCE INFOR.l\1ATION 

The following is to be typed on the Policyholder's Letterhead. 

Insurance Carrier 
Address of 
Present Carrier 

Subject: Group Name and Policy Number(s) 

Date 

This letter authorizes the release of the following plan information for our group to OTIP 
(Ontario Teachers Insurance Plan) 

Specifically, please forward: 

1. Copy of current contract (or booklet if contract not available). Please include a 
history of plan amendments within the last three to five years. 

2. Premiums and claims experience separated by year for the past three to five years 
for the LTD benefit Indication of whether PST is included or excluded from 
premium provided as well as indication of any external consulting fees included in 
the premium. 

3. Premium rate history and basis (% of insured salary or per $1 00) including 
effective dates coinciding with the premium and claims experience stated in 2 The 
rate history should include the reason for change: 

a) Due to renewal 
b) Due to change in plan design 

4. Census data that includes for each employee date of birth, gender, salary, volumes of 
LTD insurance, employee class, employment status and indication of waived 
coverage. This should include members who are on leave that are continuing LTD 
coverage. 

5. Current listing of disabled members that includes the employees date of disability, 
date of benefit commencement, date of birth, gender, salary, volume of insurance, 
claim status, termination date and employment status 

6. Indication of whether the LTD benefit is mandatory or voluntary. 

7. Indication of current premium share arrangements (taxable or non-taxable). 

8. Most recent financial statement outlining the financial position including any 
reserve values (claims fluctuation reserves and incurred but not reported reserves) and 
funds on deposit in excess of required reserve amounts. 



9. A summary description of the claim handling process at the board 

a. Who provides claim kits 
b. Are completed claims kits sent directly to carrier by claimant or required to be 

returned to board and board forwards to carrier. 

10. A summary description of process to identify potential LTD claimants and 
whether early intervention rehabilitation services are provided I available. 

11. A summary description of LTD continuation during a leave of absence. 
a. Are members allowed to suspend I continue coverage 
b. Are premiums billed and collected by board or paid direct to carrier 

12. A summary description of return to work process from board's perspective. 

This information is to be sent to 
Vic Medland 

President Group Insurance Services, 
OTIP 

P.O. Box 218, 125 Northfield Drive West 
Waterloo, ON N2J 3Z9 

Thank you for your cooperation and assistance 

Sincerely, 

Name Title 
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING,dated July 5,2012 between the Ministry of Education 

and the Ontario English Catholic Teachers Association-UPDATE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
MAY 16,2013 
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Further to the OECTA Memorandum of Understanding,dated July 5,2012 (OECTA MOU) and 
its Appendix P,Transferability of Other Agreements,and given the OSSTF MOU,the 
Government recognizes it is appropriate and advisable that the OECTA MOU be updated. 

 
The government will make every effort to ensure that the changes to the OECTA MOU set out 
below are implemented by the school boards,and will take measures to support that 
outcome,including: 

 
A) recommending to Cabinet that the matching amendments be made to the regulation 
under the Education Act dealing with Sick Leave Credits and Gratuities,and 

 
B) making every effort to ensure that: 

 

 
1.  The changes shall be appended without amendment to,and form part of,the existing 

local collective agreements; 
 

 
2.   For the changes noted as needing local discussions about implementation,those 

discussions will commence immediately and must conclude by June 28,2013;as 
follows: 

 
I. Local discussions cannot be inconsistent  with the terms contained in the 

OECTA MOU and these changes or associated regulations and legislation; 
 

 
II.   Prior to the first localimplementation discussions meeting,the Parties shall 

disclose to each other the localimplementation issues for consideration; 
 

 
Ill. There shall be a minimum of two and no more than six full-days of local 

implementation discussions for each bargaining unit.  Such time requirements 
may be altered with mutual consent; 

 

 
IV.  At any point in the process,a request may be made by either Party for mediation 

assistance from the Ministry of Labour. 
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Maternity Benefits 
 
 

Effective May 1, 2013, the following enhanced maternity benefits replace the maternity benefits 
under the OECTA MOU. 

 

 
A teacher who was previously entitled to maternity benefits under the 2008-2012 collective 

agreement will continue to be entitled to these benefits.  In addition,the benefits  are also available 

to: 

• Teachers hired in a term position or filling a long-term assignment,with the length of the 

benefit limited by the term of the assignment 

 
Teachers on daily casual assignments are not entitled to maternity benefits. 

 
 

Eligible teachers on pregnancy leave shall receive a 100% salary through a Supplemental 

Employment Benefit (SEB) plan for a total of not less than eight (8) weeks immediately following the 

birth of her child,subject to provisions in the 2008-2012 collective agreement,but with no 

deduction from sick leave or the Short Term Leave Disability Program (STLDP). 
 
 

Teachers not  eligible for a SEB plan will receive 100% of salary from the  employer for a total 

of not  less than eight (8) weeks  with no deduction from sick leave  or STLDP. 

 
For clarity, for  any part of the  eight  (8) weeks that falls during a period of time that is not 

paid  (le: summer, March Break, etc), the  remainder of the  eight (8) weeks  of top  up shall be 

payable after that period of time. 

 
Teachers who  require a longer than eight(8) week  recuperation period shall have access to 

sick leave  and the  STOLP through the  normal adjudication process. 

 
For clarity the  aforementioned eight (8) weeks  of 100% salary is the  minimum for  all eligible 

teachers, but  where superior entitlements exist in the  2008-2012 Collective Agreement, 

those superior provisions shall apply. 

 
Notwithstanding the  above, where a bargaining unit so elects,the SEB or salary replacement 

plan noted above  will be altered to include six (6) weeks  at 100%, subject to the 

aforementioned rules  and conditions, plus meshing with any superior entitlements to 

maternity benefits contained in the  2008-2012 collective agreement. For example,a 2008-2012 

Collective Agreement that includes 17 weeks at 90% pay would result in 6 weeks at 100% pay and an 

additionalllweeks at 90%. 
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Voluntary Unpaid Leave of Absence Program For All Bargaining Units 
 
 

This provision shall be added to the MOU and be the subject of local implementation 
discussions between the bargaining unit and the school board. 

 
1. In order to provide potential financial savings to the Board, a Voluntary Unpaid leave 

of Absence Program (VLAP) shall be established for all OECTA bargaining units 
effective  May 1, 2013 

 
2.  Teachers may apply for up to five (5) unpaid leave of absence days for personal 

reasons in each year of the Collective Agreement. 
 

 
3.   Requests for unpaid days shall not be denied provided  that, if necessary, there are 

expected to be enough available casual staff to cover for absent teachers, and 
subject to reasonable system and school requirements. 

 
4.   For voluntary unpaid leave days, which are scheduled in advance for the 2013-2014 

school year, the salary deduction will be equalized over the pay periods of the 2013- 
14 school year provided the requests are made in writing by May 31, 2013. 

 
 

5.   It is understood that teachers taking a voluntary unpaid leave day shall be required 
to provide  appropriate work for each of their  classes and other regular teaching and 
assessment responsibilities including but not limited to preparation of report cards 
and exams. 

 
6.   Requests for voluntary unpaid leave of absence days will not normally include the 

first week following the start of each semester (other than an August PO day),the 
week prior to the start of exams, and the exam period. 

 

 
7.  Voluntary  unpaid leaves shall be reported as approved leaves of absence for the 

purposes of the Ontario Teachers' Pension Plan and OMERS. 
 

 
8.  The Board will report unpaid VLAP days to each OECTA Bargaining Unit based on the 

names of applicants and the total approvals on a monthly  basis. 
 

 
9.  All net savings achieved by the Board as a result of VLAP days being utilized shall be 

applied to Offsetting Measures below. 
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Unpaid Days and Offsetting Measures for Teacher Bargaining Units 
 

 
This provision shall be added to the MOU and be the subject of local implementation 
discussions between the bargaining unit  and the school board. 

 

 
All permanent regular day schoolmembers of a teacher bargaining unit will be required to take 
one (1) mandatory unpaid day on Friday December 20,2013. 

 

 
The following cost savings measures will be implemented: 

 
 

1.  Voluntary Unpaid Leave of Absence Program 
 

 
2.   Efficiencies in the delivery of professional development for the Oct 11,2013 PO day will 

be used to provide funding for offsetting measures equivalent to 16of the cost of an 
unpaid day. Further,this PO day will be a day reserved for the delivery of Ministry 
priorities. 

 

 
3.  An Early Retirement Incentive Plan (ERIP) will be introduced in the event that the 

savings in #1and #2 are not projected to provide sufficient cost recovery for one unpaid 
day across the Bargaining Unit. 

 
If the necessary savings are achieved in #1and #2 the Board may choose to implement 
the ERIP program at its discretion. 

 

 
The ERIP shall be in the form of a $5000 payment to any teacher who retires between 
the end of November 2013 and the last day of Semester 1. 

 
The Board shall give notice of the implementation of the ERIP no later than November 
30,2013. 

 
 

Any requirements for notification periods for retirement or specific retirement dates 
shall be waived in the 2013-2014 schoolyear. A minimum two week retirement notice 
period shall be provided to boards in the open period from November 30,2013 to the 
last day of Semester 1in the 2013-2014 school year. 

 
4.  Any other cost savings measures agreed to by Bargaining Unit and the Board. 

 
 
The offsetting measures noted above shall only apply for the 2012/2013 and 2013/2014 school 
years. 

 
All permanent regular day school members of a teacher bargaining unit will be required to take 
a further  unpaid day on Friday March 7,2014 if the above measures do not achieve sufficient 
savings at least equalto the value of one day's pay across the Bargaining Unit. 



 

In the event that cost-savings measures achieve savings in excess ofthose required to offset 
unpaid days, such savings shall be retained by the Board. 

 
Any member of OECTA who is not a regular permanent day school teacher shall not be required 
to take unpaid days. 

 
Reconciliation For Teacher Bargaining Units 

 
 

This provision shall be added to the MOU and be the subject of local implementation 
discussions between the bargaining unit  and the school board. 

 

 
A reconciliation committee will be created with equal representation from the Board and the 
Bargaining Unit. 

 

 
The committee  will meet monthly starting in June 2013to track targeted savings and 
expenditures. The cost of the ERIP shall be deducted from savings. All relevant information 
required to monitor and administer the reconciliation shall be fully shared between the parties. 

 

 
In the event that by November 30, 2013, savings are not on target to meet the financial goal 
equivalent to at least one (1) unpaid day, the ERIP program will be implemented. In the event 
of a dispute between the Board and Bargaining Unit about the financial necessity for an ERIP, 
the Board may choose not to offer the ERIP program.  However,in the event that the financial 
savings for the cost recovery for the unpaid day are not subsequently achieved, the permanent 
teachers shall not be required to take an unpaid day on March 7, 2014. 

 
Attendance Recognition 

 
 

A Shared Savings Initiative (SSI) shall be established in every bargaining unit.  The SSI shall 
operate as follows: 

 

 
Individual member sick leave usage for the 2013-2014 school year shall be as per the 
definition for sick leave in the 2008-2012 collective  agreement  and shall be determined as of 
June 30, 2014. 

 

 
If a permanent regular day school teacher bargaining unit member's usage is below six (6) 
full days of his/her  days' absence then the member  shall receive a payment  equivalent to 
his/her  daily rate. Annual compensation  is not to exceed what would have been paid in the 
absence of unpaid days. 

 

 
For OECTA members, other than permanent regular day school teachers, the payment  shall 
be equal to a member's  regular daily rate of pay and shall be contingent upon the member 
having taken a VLAP day during the term of this collective agreement. 

 

 
The payment shall be made at the earliest opportunity following June 30, 2014. 
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Sick Leave/Short Term Sick Leave and Disability Plan- Election and Optional Plan 
 
 
The MOU,in respect of Short Term Leave and Disability  Plan,is to be changed as follows: 

A. Addition: 

Short-Term Leave and Disability Plan Top-up (STLDPT) 
 
 

Note:The parties  concur that  STDLPT 1refers solely to topping up from  90to 
100 . 

 
 

1.   For teacher absences that  extend beyond the eleven (11) sick leave days, 
teachers will have access to a sick leave top up for the purpose of topping up 
salary to one hundred percent (100) under the Short Term Leave and Disability 
Plan. 

 

 
This top up is calculated as follows: 

 

 
Eleven (11) days less the number of sick days used in the prior year. 

 

 
2.   In 2012-13,the transition year,each teacher shall begin the year with two (2) 

days in the top-up bank. 
 
 

3.   In addition to the top-up bank,compassionate leave top-up may be considered 
at the discretion of the board. The compassionate leave top-up will not exceed 
two (2) days and is dependent on having two (2) unused leave days in the 
current  year.These days can be used to top-up salary under the STLDP. 

 
4.   When teachers use any part of a short term sick leave day they may access their 

top-up bank to top up their salary to 100 . 

 
B.Deletion of Article 3 (a),(b) and (c) of Section D Occasional Teachers on Long Term 
Assignments and insertion of the following: 

 

 
1.A member of OECTA employed by a board to fill a long-term teaching assignment 

that is a full year shall be eligible for the following sick leave credits during a 
board's fiscalyear,allocated at the commencement of the long-term 
assignment: 

 
1.Eleven {11) days of Sick Leave paid at 100of regular salary. 

 
 

2.Sixty (60) days per year of Short Term Sick Leave paid at 90of regular 
salary. 
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2. A member of OECTA who is employed by a board to fill a long-term teaching 
assignment that is less than a full year shall be eligible for eleven (11) days of Sick 
Leave and sixty (60) days of Short Term Sick Leave as per section 15, reduced to 
reflect the proportion the assignment bears to the length of the regular work year, 
and allocated at the start of the assignment. 

 

 
While the existing OECTA sick leave plan in the  2012 MOU is the default plan for all OECTA 

bargaining units, following consultation with the school board  about timing, transition and 

implementation and where a bargaining unit so elects in writing prior to June 1,2013,the sick 

leave plan set out below shall apply no later than September 1,2013. Once made,this  election 

cannot be revoked during the term of the current collective agreement.  The sick leave plan shall be 

the subject of collective bargaining for the next collective agreement. 

 
Sick leave/Short Term Sick Leave and Disability Plan which can be subject of an election 

 
 

Sick Leave Days 
 

 
1. A teacher who  was previously  entitled to sick leave under the  2008-2012 collective 

agreement  will  be entitled to this sick leave plan.   In addition the sick leave is also 
available to: 

 

 
• Teachers hired in a term position or filling a long-term assignment,with 

the length of the sick leave limited by the term of the assignment. 

 
2.   Each school year,a teacher shall be paid 100  of regular salary for up to eleven (11) 

days of  absence due  to  illness. Illness  shall be  defined  as per  the  2008-12  local 
collective agreement. Part-time teachers  shall be paid 100of their  regular  salary 
(as per their  full-time equivalent  status) for up to eleven (11) days of absence due to 
illness.Such days shall be granted on September 1each year, or on the teacher's first 
work  day of the  school year, provided the teacher is actively  at work  and shall not 
accumulate from year-to-year. 

 

 
3.   Where a teacher is absent due to sickness or injury  on his or her first work  day in a 

fiscal year, a sick leave credit may only be used in respect of that  day in accordance 
with the following: 

 

 
a)  If,on the last work day in the previous fiscalyear,the teacher used a sick leave 

credit due to the same sickness or injury that requires the teacher to be absent 
on the first work day in the current fiscal year, 

i. the teacher may not use a sick leave credit provided for the current fiscal 
year in respect of the first work day,and 

ii.   the teacher may use any unused sick leave credits provided for the 
immediately preceding fiscalyear in respect of the first work day. 
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b)  If 3 a) does not apply,the teacher may use a sick leave credit provided for the 
current  fiscalyear in respect of the first work day if,for the purpose of providing 
proof of the sickness or injury,the teacher submits, 
i. the information specified for that purpose in the teacher's collective 

agreement,or 

ii.if such information is not specified in the collective agreement,the 
information specified for that purpose under a policy of the board,as it 
existed on August 31,2012. 

c)   If a teacher is absent due to sickness or injury on his or her first work day in a 
fiscal year,section 3a) and b) also applies in respect of any work day 
immediately following the teacher's first work day until the teacher returns to 
work in accordance with the terms of employment. 

 

 
d)  For greater certainty,the references in section 3a),b) and c) to a sickness or 

injury include a sickness or injury of a person other than the teacher if,pursuant 
to the definition of illness in section 2,the teacher is entitled to use a sick leave 
credit in respect of a day on which the other person is sick or injured. 

 
e)  A partial sick leave credit or short term sick leave credit will be deducted for an 

absence due to illness for a partial day. 
i.  However,WSIB and LTD providers are first payors. In cases where the 

teacher is returning to work from an absence funded through WSIB or LTD, 
the return to work protocols inherent in the WSIB/LTD shall take 
precedence. 

 

 
4.   Any leave  of  absence in  the  2008-12  Collective  Agreement, that  utilizes  deduction 

from  sick leave,for reasons other than personal illness shall be granted without loss of 
salary or deduction from sick leave, to a maximum of five (5) days per  school year. 
Local collective agreements  that  currently have less than five (5) days shall remain at 
that  number. Local collective agreements  that  have more  than  five (5) days shall be 
limited to five (5) days.These days shall not be used for the purpose  of sick leave nor 
shall they be accumulated from year-to-year. 

 

 
5.   For the purposes of section 2,if a teacher of a board is only employed to work for part 

of a year,the teacher's eligibility for sick leave credits shall be reduced in accordance 
with the policy of the board,as it existed on August 31,2012.If  hired after the 
beginning of the fiscalyear,a full-time teacher is entitled to the full allocation of sick 
leave credits as per sections 2 and 8. 

 

 
6.  The Board shall be responsible for any costs related to third party assessments required 

by the Board to comply with the Attendance Support Program. For clarity,current 
practices with respect to the payment for medical notes will continue. 

 

 
7.  The Parties agree to continue to cooperate in the implementation and 

administration of early intervention and return to work processes. 
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Short  Term Sick Leave 
 
 

8.   Each school year,a teacher absent  beyond the eleven (11) sick leave days paid at 

100of salary,as  noted in section 2 above,shall be entitled up to an additional one 

hundred and twenty (120) days short term sick leave to be paid at a rate of 90 per cent 

of the teacher's regular salary if the teacher is absent due to personalillness including 

medical appointments and as per the board adjudication processes in place as of August 

31,2012. 
 

 
9.   Short-Term Sick Leave days under  the  Short-Term Leave and Disability (STLDP) shall 

be  treated as traditional sick  leave  days  for  personal illness  including medical 

appointments. 
 

 
10.The Board's  Disability Management Teams shall determine eligibility for the Short- 

Term Leave and Disability Plan (STLDP) subject  to the terms  and conditions of the 

2008-2012 collective agreement and/or board policies,procedures and practices in 

place during the 2011-2012 school year. 

 
Short-Term Leave and Disability Plan Top-up (STLDPT) 

 
 

11.For teacher absences that extend beyond the  eleven (11) sick leave days,teachers 
will have access to a sick leave top up for the purpose  of topping up salary to one 

hundred percent (100) under the Short Term Leave and Disability Plan. 

 
This top up is calculated as follows: 

• Eleven (11) days less the number of sick days used in the prior year. 
 
 

12.In 2012-13,the transition year,each teacher  shall begin the year with two (2) days in 
the top-up bank. 

 

 
13.In addition to the top-up bank,compassionate leave top-up may be considered at the 

discretion of the board. The compassionate leave top-up will not exceed two (2) days 

and is dependent on having two (2) unused leave days in the current year. These days 

can be used to top-up salary under the STLDP. 

 
14. When teachers use any part of a short term sick leave day they may access their top-up 

bank to top up their  salary to 100 . 
 

 
Long Term Assignments 

 
 

15. A member of OECTA employed by a board to fill a long-term teaching assignment that  is 

a full year shall be eligible for the following sick leave credits during a board's fiscal year, 
allocated at the commencement of the long-term assignment: 

 

 
1. Eleven (11) days of Sick Leave paid at 100of regular salary. 

2.Sixty (60) days per year of Short Term Sick Leave paid at 90of regular salary. 
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16.A member of OECTA who is employed by a board to fill a long-term teaching assignment 
that  is less than a full year shall be eligible for eleven (11) days of Sick Leave and sixty 

(60) days of Short Term Sick Leave as per section 15, reduced to reflect the proportion 

the assignment bears to the length of the regular work year,and allocated at the start of 
the assignment. 

 

 
17. A long term assignment  shall be as defined in the 2008-2012 collective agreement. 

Where no such definition exists,a long term assignment will be defined as twelve (12) 

days of continuous employment in one assignment. 
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Non-Vested Retirement Gratuity For Teachers 
 

 
This provision shall be added to the MOU 

 

 
The minimum  years of service for retirement gratuity  shall be defined  as the  lesser of the 
contractual minimal  service requirement in the 2008-2012 collective agreement, or ten  (10) 
years. 

 
Those teachers  with  less than  the  minimum number  of years  of service  shall have that 
entitlement frozen  as of August 31, 2012.   These teachers  shall be entitled to  a Gratuity 
Wind-Up  Payment  calculated   as the  lesser  of  the  board's   existing  amount  calculated 
under  the  board's  collective agreement  as of August 31, 2012 (or board  policy  as of that 
date) or the following formula: 

 

 

L X Y._ X 

30  200 
b. =Gratuity Wind-Up  Payment 
4 

 

 
X= years of service (as of August 31, 2012) 

 

 
Y =accumulated sick days (as of August 31, 2012) 

Z =annual salary (as of August 31, 2012) 

For clarity, X, Y, and Z shall be as defined  in the 2008-2012  collective agreement or as 
per policy  or practice of the board  for retirement gratuity purposes. 

 

 
The Gratuity Wind-Up  Payment  shall be paid  to  each teacher  by the  end  of  the  school 
year. 

 

 
The pay-out for those who have vested Retirement Gratuities shall be as per ONT. REG. 2/13 
and 12/13 made under the PUTTING  STUDENTS FIRST ACT, 2012 and ONT. REG. 1/13 and 11/13 
made under the EDUCATION ACT. 
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Also, the Ministry of Education shall provide a letter to OECTA setting out the understanding about a 

Provincial Benefit Plan set out below. This does not involve implementation at the school board level. 
 
 
 

Provincial Benefits Plan 
 
 

The Government, and in particular the Ministry of Finance,commits to a full discussion with 

OECTA about the establishment of a provincial benefits plan. 
 

 

The province agrees to provide funding which will include  administration costs, legal costs, and 

costs of experts needed to undertake any studies and research required. 
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Also,the government shall issue a memo  to school boards providing clarifications of the 

OECTA MOU as set out below, effective date September 1, 2012. 
 
 

Memo- Clarifications to 2012 MOU 
 

Issue  Clanfications 
 

1. Use of Sick Leave • Illness is defined as per the 2008-12 school board collective agreements for the
 (11+  up to 5 use of these days.

Days) •  Board practices and policies from 2008-12 would also apply to the definition of 
illness, for example,the practice or policy on medical procedures not covered by 

OHIP. 

•  For clarity, definitions and practices in place in accordance with the 2008-12 

period  cannot be changed. 
 

2. Adjudication •  Boards are required to retroactively top-up the teacher's salary from  66.67% to 
90% where the absence is supported through adjudication. The adjudication 

 process should be applied  as soon as possible once it is determined that the 
illness will require  an absence of 5 consecutive  work days or more or that the 
illness is chronic in nature. 

•  The process for teachers should be well documented and communicated and 
service standards must be in place. 

 

 

3.   Partial Days •  The 11+ 120 sick days are divisible  and boards should deduct  a partial day for a 

partial day's absence. 

•  Top up of sick days for graduated return to work days are as per the current 

practice under OECTA's collective agreements 
 

 

4.   WSIB •  Teacher awaiting WSIB claim adjudication would be paid 100 percent of regular 

salary for the first 11days (assuming that the teacher had not previously taken 

sick days); and 66.67 percent  of regular salary for the remaining (up to 120) days 
during the waiting period 

•  If the board has not done this, it shall be adjusted  retroactively. 
5.   WSIB/LTD •  WSIB and LTD are separate and distinct  from  STLDP. If a teacher's claim is not 

successful under WSIB or LTD, it does not preclude the teacher  from  receiving 
STLDP. 

•  Should the WSIB or LTD claim not be successful,the teacher  could request 

adjudication through the board's third party adjudication process; ifthis claim is 

successful,then the teacher could qualify for the 90 percent rate applied 

retroactively. If the adjudication process does not support  90% salary, the 

teacher receives 66.67% of salary. 

 
6.   Maternity Leave •   Boards are to provide a minimum of 6 full weeks of maternity benefits including 

over "non-paid" periods. 
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Issue  Clarifications 
 

7.   Maternity Leave •  When a teacher is eligible to receive El benefits under the maternity plan, the 
maternity  benefits will be administered as a SEB plan. 

•  When a teacher is not eligible to receive El benefits, the maternity benefits will 
be paid at 100% salary for the period. 

 

8. Maternity 
Benefits 

•  Boards shall provide short-term sick leave before or after the maternity  leave 
when medical evidence is provided in accordance with the practices in place 

  during the 2008-2012 collective agreement.

9. Benefits •  Benefit levels and practices are to be status-quo in accordance with Section E of 
  the OECTA MOU. 

•  Benefit Surpluses are subject to Section E of the OECTA MOU. 

10. Grid-  •  Boards who have provisions in their collective agreement that apply grid 
Qualifications  movements retroactively, for example,to Jan 15

 would apply the change on 
the 9ihday (the delay in this instance is calculated from the start of the school 
year). 

11. Local Bargaining  •  MOUs were imbedded in to the collective agreement through the imposition of 
the PSFA. 

•  The 2012-14 OECTA collective agreements consist of: 
0 MOU between the Ministry and OECTA dated July 5, 2012, including 

enhancements 
0  2008-12 collective agreement, modified, as applicable, by Minister 

approved amendments, with the exception of those 2008-12 provisions 
that do not agree with the OECTA MOU or supporting legislation and 
regulations. 

12. Top-up Days •  Irrespective of adjudication the top-up days may be accessed to top-up from 
90%to 100%. 

13. Disclosure of  •  Dates of disclosure must be clear. The government will ensure that school 
Information boards meet reporting timelines and that information will be sent to the 

Association as soon as possible. 

14. Letters of intent  •  All letters of intent, understanding, minutes of settlement  or any other 
or understanding,   memoranda, contained in or pertaining to the 2008-12 collective agreements, 
minutes of  dealing with any term or condition  of a collective agreement or any other term 
settlement, etc.  or condition negotiated between the parties, shall continue in force and effect 
pertaining to the   until negotiated by the parties. 
2008-12 
collective 
agreement 
remain in effect. 
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Dated this  day of May, 2013, Toronto,Ontario 
 

 
For the Union For the Government 
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November 20, 2013 
 
 
Hello Suzanne, 
 
Thank you for the mail below confirming the respective choices made by the Secondary 
and Occasional Bargaining Units regarding the STLDP options.  In addition, and for the 
record, the Secondary and Occasional Units are also accessing the 8 weeks of Maternity 
Leave Benefit.  
 
 
 
 
Bill King 
Bruce Grey Secondary and Occasional President 
 
From: "Suzanne White" <Suzanne_White@bgcdsb.org>  
Date: Wed, 20 Nov 2013 09:07:40 -0500 
To: William King (Sacred Heart H.S.<william_king@bgcdsb.org> 
Subject: Short Term Leave Disability Plan 
 
Good Morning: 
 
As per your request, this will confirm the Board's receipt of an email dated 
May 30, 2013.  In this email, it was confirmed that the Bruce-Grey 
Secondary and Occasional Unit members voted in favour of the OSSTF MOU 
ShortTerm Leave Disability Plan. 
 
Suzanne 

 

ONTARIO ENGLISH 

Catholic 
 Teachers   ASSOCIATION 
Bruce-Grey Secondary 

William King  
Bruce-Grey Secondary 
President 
Phone: 519-881-8431 
Fax: 519-881-1405 
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